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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is presented in three parts. In the first 
part we solve a boundary value problem of seepage of rain­
water through soil bedding underlain by an impermeable 
barrier at a finite depth. A tile drain is semiembedded in 
the impermeable barrier directly below the furrows in the 
bedding. A potential function designated by (j) and a stream 
function designated by ^ are determined. Using these func­
tions we draw flow nets for several cases to illustrate the 
flow patterns of rainwater seeping through the bedded soil 
to the tile drains. We are able to check our work with 
Kirkham (1947a) for the special case when the soil bedding 
has zero slope. 
In the second part of this thesis we solve the bound­
ary value problem of seepage of rainwater through soil 
bedding underlain by a barrier at infinite depth. In the 
same manner as in the first part we are able to draw flow 
nets to illustrate the flow patterns of rainwater through 
the bedded soil. We compare our work with that of Warrick 
(1970) and then extend the work to include a finite depth 
of water in the drainage furrows and the case of an arbi­
trarily shaped soil surface. 
The above two problems are solved using an analytical 
mathematical method developed by Kirkham and Powers (1972). 
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This method can be used to solve drainage problems with 
nonrectangular flow regions. 
In the third part of this thesis we present stream­
lines of rainwater seeping through bedded soil. We use 
laboratory models filled with sand. Photographs are pre­
sented to illustrate the development of the streamlines and 
to check the mathematical analysis. Two cases from Powers 
et al. (1967) and three eases from the first part of this 
thesis are compared with the laboratory models. 
We have two objectives in this thesis. One is tô use 
the modified Gram-Schmidt technique developed by Kirkham 
and Powers (1972) to solve analytically two boundary value 
problems of agricultural drainage. The results will be 
compared, where applicable, with solutions to the same 
problems solved using different mathematical techniques. 
The second objective is to compare the streamlines of the 
flow nets calculated by the mathematical technique of Kirkham 
and Powers (1972) with laboratory models filled with sand. 
Our attention is fixed on seepage through soil bedding. 
However, soil bedding when considered on a small scale, ap­
proximates corn ridges and furrows underlain by a tight 
plow sole layer. Therefore the work of this thesis, espe­
cially that part of it not dealing with tile drains, will 
be applicable to saturated water flow through ridged and 
furrowed soil insofar as the ridges and furrows overlie an 
3 
impervious plow layer or other barrier. 
The flow medium considered is assumed to be homogenous 
and isotropic. Tile when used is considered to be sur­
rounded by a thin layer of gravel to make the tile com­
pletely pervious. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Phillips (1963) reports that the bedding system is one 
of the oldest of all drainage systems known. It is used on 
fields which are practically flat and on soils which are 
slowly permeable and where tile drainage is not feasible. 
In parts of southeastern Iowa and northern Missouri 
there are areas of relatively flat topography and poor inter­
nal drainage. Beer et _aJ. (1961) and Beer and Shrader (1961) 
report the use of surface drainage as a method of removing 
excess water from the land. They concluded however that bed­
ding is not feasible for removal of the excess water. Beer 
et al. (1965) found that tiling furnishes a convenient method 
of disposing of the excess water, but the costs are greater 
than can probably be justified for ordinary field crops. 
Fausey and Schwab (1969), Schwab and Fouss (1967), 
Schwab and Thiel (1963), Schwab et (1972), Schwab ^  al. 
(1963) and Schwab et a^. (1966) have reported on the effect 
of surface drainage, subsurface drainage and the combination 
of both on crop response. Fausey and Schwab (1969) reported 
that plots having subsurface or combined surface-subsurface 
drainage had greater yields of soybean (Glycine max.) than 
plots with surface drainage alone. 
King et (1959) reported that over a four year period 
there was a significant crop yield increase by use of a combi­
nation of surface and subsurface drainage. This study was on 
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a Pickford clay in Michigan's upper peninsula where poor 
drainage was a handicap to crop production. 
Whelchel (1963) and Smith and Seville (1964) reported 
on the drainage systems used in some areas of Florida to 
drain citrus groves. They reported that in order to lower 
the water table within 72 hours after a rain so the roots 
of the trees would not be damaged a system which combined 
surface and subsurface drainage had to be used. Smith and 
Seville (1964) reported the tile lines were spaced at 150 
feet on slopes from 0.2 to 2 percent with four feet as the 
minimum desirable depth. They also reported the use of beds 
twelve inches high and 20 to 30 feet on center. These 
citrus groves are located mainly on sandy soils with high 
water tables. 
Now that we have established the use of a bedding sys­
tem drained also by subsurface drainage we will discuss 
some of the recent literature dealing with the solution of 
steady-state drainage problems. 
Powers (1966) has a good literature review on steady-
state drainage theories. We will review some of the latest 
work which deals directly with our bedding problem. 
Kirkham (1947b) reported the hillside drainage diffi­
culties in the lowan Drift Area would appear to be due to 
upward movement of water over the lower areas of hillsides, 
this upward movement resulting from artesian pressure 
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developed by downward seepage over the upper portion of the 
hills. Powers (1966) and Powers ^  (1967) solved a 
problem of the seepage of steady rain through soil bedding. 
They used a mathematical technique, a modification of the 
Gram-Schmidt method, which is later reported by Kirkham and 
Powers (1972) and Kirkham (1972) and can be used to solve 
flow problems in nonrectangular regions by direct analytical 
methods. They were able to draw flow nets and present tables 
which show the quantities and direction of water flowing in 
the saturated soil bedding. The work of Powers (1966) and 
Powers et (1967) was limited to a constant slope with 
no water standing in the drainage furrows of the bedded land. 
Selim and Kirkham (1972a) extended the work of Powers 
(1966) and Powers et (1967) to consider ponded water in 
the drainage furrows of the bedded land^ They used the 
same mathematical technique as did Powers (1966) and Powers 
et al. (1967). Hereafter in this review we will refer to 
the technique as the modified Gram-Schmidt method. 
Selim and Kirkham (1972b) used the modified Gram-
Schmidt method to extend their work (1972b) to consider 
arbitrarily shaped soil surfaces with and without ponded 
water in the drainage furrows. 
Powers (1966), Powers ^  aJ. (1967), and Selim and 
Kirkham (1972a, 1972b) used rectangular coordinates. Van 
der Ploeg (1972) and Van der Ploeg ^  (1971) used the 
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modified Gram-Schmidt method in polar coordinates to solve 
the steady-state well-flow problem for a confined elliptical 
aquifer and for a horizontal confined aquifer with arbitrary 
conditions on the outer boundary. 
Others have solved similar problems using different 
mathematical techniques. Klute et (1965) calculated 
equipotential and isobar patterns for the case of flow in 
a saturated inclined soil slab resting on an impermeable 
base. Whisler (1969) used an electrical resistance network 
analog to analyze the steady-state flow for both saturated 
and unsaturated conditions. 
Warrick (1970), using conformai transformation, solved 
a hillside seepage problem. He had an impermeable barrier 
located at infinity and he was limited to a constant slope 
with no water standing in the drainage furrow. 
Freeze and Witherspoon (1966) extended an analytical 
solution by Toth (1962, 1963) to give flow in a region with 
an irregular upper surface. In Toth (1962, 1963) and in 
the extension of Toth by Freeze and Witherspoon (1966), head 
loss above the uppermost horizontal level of the flow 
medium was neglected. Freeze and Witherspoon (1966, 1967, 
1968) used mainly numerical methods to solve several ground­
water flow problems. In his latest work, Freeze (1972), 
utilized numerical solutions to treat the hillslope seepage 
problem allowing consideration of transient flow through 
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both the saturated and unsaturated zones of a nonhomoge-
neous, anisotropic hillside soil in response to time- and 
space-dependent rainfall inputs. 
Kirkham (1947a) gave a theoretical expression for flow 
into drains for drains half-embedded in an impervious layer. 
He considered a soil surface of zero slope with ponded water. 
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PART I. PLOW PATTERNS OF RAINWATER SEEPING 
THROUGH BEDDED SOIL TO TILE DRAINS 
Introduction 
Powers (1966) and Powers et (1967) solved a problem 
of seepage of rainwater through soil bedding underlain by an 
impermeable barrier at a finite depth. They considered the 
depth of ponded water in the furrows of the bedded land to be 
negligible and the soil surface had a constant slope. Selim 
and Kirkham (1972a) extended the work to include a finite 
depth of water in the furrows. Selim and Kirkham (1972b) 
also extended the work to include arbitrarily shaped soil 
surfaces. Here we extend the work of Powers (1966) and 
Powers et jQ. (1967) to include a tile drain semiembedded in 
the impermeable barrier directly below the furrows. 
In Fig. la and lb, rain falling at a rate R, keeps 
bedded land water-saturated. Some of the rainwater infil­
trates into the soil along streamlines, such as the one S 
shown. Rainwater not needed to keep the soil water-saturated 
flows over the surface of the bedding to a drainage furrow 
(D in Fig. la) and is discharged in a direction perpendicular 
to the plane of the figure. An impermeable barrier at depth 
d below the furrow bottom prevents deep seepage. The height 
from the impermeable barrier to the highest point of the 
bedding is b. The semispacing of the bedding is L. The 
depth of water in the drainage furrow is considered to be 
Fig. 1 - A two-dimensional drawing of steady rain falling on bedded land over­
lying an impermeable barrier and drained by a tile drain located directly 
below the furrow and semiembedded in the barrier, (a) Bedded land with 
drains, (b) A semisection; the line A' B' represents the level of water 
in an outflow ditch to which the tile discharges and is the reference 
level for hydraulic head $. 
R A I N F A L L  R A T E  R  
D R A I N A G E  F U R R O W  S O I L  S U R F A C E  
T I L E  D R A I N S  
IMPERMEABLE BARRIER 
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negligible. The radius of the tile is w. The steady rain­
fall rate R keeps the soil saturated throughout. We will 
determine the potential function <p, the stream function ip, 
and the amount of water flowing through the soil. By know­
ing the potential function and the stream function we will 
be able to draw flow nets showing the movement of water 
through the soil profile to tile drains. The quantity of 
water moving in the soil and the streamlines are important 
factors to consider in determining the movement of soluble 
materials through the soil. 
Mathematical Analysis 
Geometry 
Because of symmetry in Pig. la we need only consider a 
semisection OBCDO as shown in Fig. lb. We choose the origin 
for our coordinate system at point 0 and take the reference 
level for the hydraulic head ^ to be a horizontal line A'B' 
given in Fig. lb at y = h. The line A'B* represents physi­
cally the level of water in a ditch (not shown) into which 
the tile discharges. Loss of head in the tile as it flows 
to the ditch is considered negligible. 
The flow medium (Fig. 2) is ABCDEA. The drain tile EA 
is taken to be half embedded in the impervious layer. We 
indicate a point P in the flow medium by polar coordinates 
r, 0, with r measured radially outward from 0, and 8 measured 
counterclockwise from the line OAB. We also indicate the 
Fig. 2 - Geometry for tile drainage of ridged land; it is assumed the surface DC is 
kept water-saturated by rain or other water and that drainage can occur at 
D (with negligible surface water thickness) as well as at the drain tile . 
An impermeable boundary is at OAB where a drain tile is centered at 0. 
The tile is assumed to be enveloped by a thin layer of highly conductive 
material. 
H 
Reference 
Level, 
for \ D 
7777775 
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point P by cartesian coordinates x, y having origin at the 
drain tube center O and with x measured to the right and y 
vertically upward. We denote the maximum value of r by 
M(= OC). 
Potential function and boundary conditions 
Laplace's equation is assumed valid and in the polar 
coordinates is, if (j) is the potential (hydraulic head), 
given by 
We will solve equation [1] for 4> and then find tp from the 
function (j). Our potential (|> has units of length. We take K 
to be the hydraulic conductivity of units length over time. 
Our has the units of K<|), the velocity potential. We will 
use Kij) later in the Caucby-Riemann relations to get . 
Because we take the reference level for head as given by 
y = h we have 4» = 0 for r = h and 8 = n/2. And because head 
loss in the tile is neglected, a piezometer in the drain tile 
would have water standing in it to height h (ip = 0) above the 
impermeable layer. The maximum head difference across the 
system is given by H = b - h. If the drain should just be 
running full (i.e. at zero back pressure) then we would have 
h = w and H = b - w. We assume the surface CD is water-satu-
rated with a thin layer of water on the surface so that the 
hydraulic head along CD will be given by * = y - h. The 
2 2 
[11 
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system is shown in Fig. 2. 
The boundary conditions (indicated by the circled numbers 
in Fig. 2) are 
along AB: K(B(p/dd) =0 or 9*/36 = 0 
(for 6=0 and w < r < L) [BC 1.1] 
along BC: K(9^/3x) =0 or 3<j)/8x = 0 
(for X = L and 0 < y < b) [BC 1.2] 
along CD: cj) = y - h [BC 1.3] 
along DE: K(3(J>/99) =0 or 3<J)/36 = 0 
(for 0 = TT/2 and w < r < d) [BC 1.4] 
along EA: ({> = 0 
(for r = w and 0 < 9 < n/2) [BC 1.5] 
To satisfy Laplace's equation [1], [BC 1.1], [BC 1.4], 
and [BC 1.5] we choose <J» in the normalized form as 
H = 4o 4m ^me 
[2 ]  
Notice that (f>/H as given by the right side of [2] satisfies 
[BC 1.1], [BC 1.4], and [BC 1.5] exactly for any A^^^. 
To satisfy [BC 1.2] we first write the potential ratio 
2 
<P/H of [2] in cartesian form, getting (because we have r = 
x^ + y^ and 0 = cot"^(x/y)) the expression 
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1 = A ln[(x^ + y2)l/2/w] 
H "NO 1II(M/W) 
«=1 "•" ' 1 -
• COS [2tn(cot~^x/y) ] } [3] 
From [3] we now find as worked out in Appendix A (see espe­
cially equation [A 15]) a dimensionless normal derivative form 
of */H, for a normal perpendicular to a plane x = const., as 
3(x/L) ^NO ln(M/w) r ® 
where 
+ Z A- & [(r/M)2m cos(2m - 1)0 
m=l 'm ^  
+ (w2/Mr)2m cos(2m +1)0] [4] 
Ym = 1 - (w2/Mf)2° [5] 
In the right side of [4] we infer from Fig. 2, for r termi­
nating at a point on line BC, the relation L/r ^  1. 
In [4] the left side must be put equal to zero, for x = L, 
to satisfy [BC 1.2]. 
Thus, to satisfy [BC 1.2] we find by use of [BC 1.2] in 
[4] that our A^^ must be found to satisfy the relation 
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® " ^NO ln(w/M) r ® 
+ I §((r/M)2M COS(2m - 1)6 16] 
m=l ' 
+ [(w2/Mr)j2M cos(2in + 1)6} 
Equation [6], if the are properly chosen, will be 
valid for values of r and 6 corresponding to all points 
lying along BC in Fig. 2. 
To satisfy [BC 1.3] we find by use of [BC 1.3] in [2] 
that our must be found to satisfy also the relation 
y - h = A ln(r/w) 
H NO ln(M/w) 
+ cos 2me [71 
m=l ™ 1 -
for values of r and 0 corresponding to all points lying 
along CD in Fig. 2. These values are denoted by and 8^ 
and are shown in Appendix B, Fig. 26. 
In terms of and 0^ equation [6] becomes 
^NO ln(M/w) R, ®1 
+ E Aj, ^ & {(R^/M)^™ cos(2m - 1)6^ 
m=l 'm "l 
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+ [(w^/(MR]^)]^"^ cos(2m + 1)0^} 
Equation [8] is valid over BC of Fig. 2. 
In terms of Rg and Qg of Fig. 26 of Appendix B, equation 
[7] becomes 
Rgsin Bg - h InCRg/w) 
H ^ ^ NO ln(M/w) 
N-K» (Rp/M)^® - [w^/CMRo)]^" 
Equation [9] is valid over CD of Fig. 2. 
We may now write [6] and [7] in terms of and Sg 
shown in Fig. 26 of Appendix B. From Appendix B we have the 
relations 
T 
p cos e, = -m 2 [10] 
% 1 LT + s/ 
9^ = arctan (s^/L) [11] 
Rl = (L^ + 8i2)l/2 [12] 
We put [10], [11] and [12] in [8] and get 
_ _ . 1 I? , 2m L 
- THÎÎÏTÏT J_2 ^ (l2 + S]2)l/2 
20 
r 1 
w 
M 
.2 
2m 
M(L2 + s,2,l/2j 
COS [(2m - 1) arctan ^ j-] 
2m . s. 
côs[(2m +.1) arctan ^^-3} [13] 
valid over BC of Fig. 2, i.e. 
0 < s^ < b 
From Appendix B we have 
Rg sin 8g = 6 - Sg sin a 
6 - Sg sin a 
0g(s) = 8g = arctan ^ ^ 
R«(s) = Rn = [(6 - s„ sin a)^ + (X -
[14] 
[IE] 
Sg cos a)2]l/2 [16] 
By use of [14], [15] and [16], we may write [9] as 
6 - Sg sin a - h 
H 
= A. 
ln[Rg(s)/w] 
NO ln(M/w) 
N-Mo [Rg( s)/M]2m _ {W^/[M R2(S)]}^® 
+ Z A 
m=l Nm 1 - (w^/M^)^° 
- cos[2m02(s)l [17] 
valid over CD 
In [13] and [17] we define f(s) by 
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0, 0 < s < b 
f(s) = i 6 - s, sin a - h 
g , b < S < b + a 
In [13] and [17] we define u^fs) by 
UQ(S) =< 
T2 
^ 0 < s < b 
ln(M/w) +s^ 
ln[Rp(s)/w] 
b < s < b + a 
[19] 
^ ln(M/w) ' 
where RgCs) is given by [16] 
In [13] and [17] we define u^^s) by 
2m X y. \ I V 
2m 
(L^ + s2)l/2 
.-2 , ^2.1/2 
(i 2 cos [(2m - l)arctan f] 
m i-i 
2 2m 
+ (——Ô Ô—tTq) COS[(2m + l)arctan t-]} 0 < s < b 
u^(s)=\ M(l2 + s2)l/2 L 
'  [ 2 0 ]  
,2m r 2 , r..„ / X112m 
[R2(s)/M 1- - {w-/[MRg(s)l}-'" costanegCs)], 
b < S < b + a 
1 - (w^/M^)^"^ 
where R2(s) is given by [16] and 62(8) by [15]. 
By use of [18], [19] and [20] and Kirkham and Powers 
(1972, Appendix 2) we can now get the A^^ of [13] and [17] 
and we shall find zeroth, first, second, ..., approximations 
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fo(s), fi(s), fgfs), etc., of f(s) given by 
fc/s) = AooU^(s) (N = 0) [21] 
fl(s) = A^qUQ(S) + (N = 1) [22] 
^2(8) = AgQU^Cs) + Ag^u^Cs) + AggUgCs), (N = 2) [23] 
etc. 
A computer subroutine developed by Boast (1969) was used 
to get the These Aj^^, for different N, are substituted 
into equation [2] for points along the boundary BCD of Fig. 2. 
As specific example we take in Fig. 3, b = 0.2333, d = 
0.1333, L = 1.0 and w = 0.0167. To see how close the approxi­
mations are, prepared graphs of the left side versus the 
right side of equations [6] and [7], for N = 0, 1, 5, 10, and 
15 are presented in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the circled points 
are for the right side, and the solid line for the left side 
of equations [6] and [7]. It is evident from Fig. 3 that 
the second and third boundary conditions become satisfied as 
N increases. For our work on this problem we use N = 10 or 15 
as indicated in Table 4 of Appendix C. 
Equation [2] gives the potential function ^. Using the 
Cauchy-Riemann relation (see equation [7] Kreyszig (1967) 
page 545) (9K*/3r « (1/r)Oi|)/30); 3i|>/3r » - (l/r)BK4/36) 
Flow Nets 
Fig. 3. Approximations of boundary conditions [BC 1.2] and 
IBC 1.3] using N = 0, N = 1, N= 5, N= 10, and N = 
15 in the right side of equations [6] and [7]. With 
increasing N, the circles should and do approach the 
solid line. 
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together with equation [2] we obtain the following expression 
for the stream function 
H " ^ ^ ln(M/w) Z A ^ sin 2m0} [24] 
m=i 1 - iviivry^ 
where an arbitrary constant may be added. 
Instead of using (p and il> as given by equations [2] and 
[24], we will obtain flow nets using equipotential lines and 
streamlines calculated as a function of the total hydraulic-
head loss through the medium and a fraction of the total flow 
through the medium, respectively. We use the expression 
for the equipotential lines and the expression 
m^a.x • 
° C -
for the streamlines where the value is the maximum values 
of ip for a flow net; <))' and ij;' have values between 0 and 1. 
To obtain we use equation [24] and determine value 
of along boundary CD of Fig. 2. By inspection of these 
points we find that our is located at point (0,d) of our 
flow region. For our example of Fig. 3 we find = 0.0770K 
(where the coefficient 0.0770 has units of length). 
A flow net for our example of Fig. 3 (d = 0.1333, b = 
26 
0.2333, L = 1.0, w = 0.0167) is presented in Fig. 4a where 
equipotentials for (f)' ?= 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and streamlines 
for ip' = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 are drawn. The equipo-
tential for (|) ' = 0 is the radius of the tile drain and * ' = 
1.0 is the point (L,b). It is evident from this figure that 
the equipotentials and the streamlines intersect at right 
angles. At points along the soil surface the streamlines 
are not perpendicular to the soil surface, because the soil 
surface is not an equipotential. 
To obtain (Ji' and \p' values to plot the flow nets a tech­
nique based on the Newton-Raphson method for finding the root 
of a nonlinear equation (Scarborough, 1962, p. 199-200) is 
used. The calculations were done by the IBM 360 computer. 
The computer programs are in Appendix C. 
Amount of water seeping into the soil 
We want to determine the amount of rainfall needed to 
keep the flow medium saturated; and also the quantity of 
water discharged through the tile drain. From this infor­
mation we can determine the quantity of water moving through 
the soil in relation to the rainfall rate. 
The quantity of water passing through the flow medium 
and entering the tile is 
Q * *(o,d) - *(L,b) 
Fig. 4a - Normalized flow net corresponding to the section OABCDE of Fig. 2 for 
d = 0.1333, b = 0.2333, L = 1.0, and w = 0.0167; streamlines (indicated 
by arrows) are drawn such that 0.2 of the total flow of water into the 
soil passes between an adjacent pair of streamlines; between adjacent 
equipotentials 0.2 of the total head is dissipated. 
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(where we have . For our case in Fig. 4a we 
compute Q as Q = 0.0834KL. 
We wish to compute the uniform minimum rainfall rate, 
Rmin> needed to keep the soil water-saturated, as is required 
by our boundary condition [BC 1.3]. By continuity, if all 
rain falling at a constant rate R, between x = L and x = x, 
seeps into the soil, we have 
(L - x)R = ~ v., condition 1, [27b] 
X , y LI ; D 
where (x,y) represents the coordinates of a point on the 
soil surface. Analysis of the curves of ip versus x for all 
cases we have considered shows that for condition 1 to hold 
the following two conditions must be satisfied. 
\ b ^  (Vy)^ condition 2, [28al 
RL 2 Q , condition 3, [28b] 
In condition 2 we have (Vy)^ ^  ~ -(9^/Bx)^ for computation. 
While using condition 1 we have applied conditions 2 
and 3 to all our curves of Vy versus x and ip versus x. 
Also we have selected the greatest value, either R^ ^  or R, 
given by R, ^ = (v,J, , and R = L/Q. This selected value 
i-i > D y Jj I D 
is denoted R„. and R_._ is the value needed to Just keep 
mm mm 
the flow medium water-saturated. 
We calculate an example for getting For the 
case of Fig. 4a we find, by evaluating the right side of 
34 
[28a], the result ^ > .0.1754K. From equation [27a] we 
compute for Fig. 4a the result Q/L = 0.0834K. Of the values 
0.1754K and 0.0834K we see that the greater is 0.1754K which 
gives = 0.1754K. One may verify from Fig. 4a and 4b 
that condition 1 is satisfied when we take R = R . = 0.1754K. 
mm 
The percent of rainwater, W^, falling on the soil sur­
face and passing through the flow medium is given by 
Wp = [Q/(Rmin * 100 [28c] 
For our example illustrated in Fig. 4a = [0.0843KL/ 
(0.1754KL)] X 100 = 48.0%. The rest of the rainfall, 52.0%, 
is surface runoff. 
By inspection of the curve in Fig. 4c we can determine 
if we have any water seeping upward out of the soil along 
the slope of the soil surface. This happens at any place 
along the soil slope where dip/dx changes sign from negative 
to positive. We calculate for our example in Fig. 4a that 
water emerges at the soil surface between x = 0.515 and 
0.625. To determine the amount of water that seeps out 
of the soil between these two points we calculate the amount 
Qu = ^x = 0.515 - *x = 0.625 t28d] 
of water seeping out of the soil. For our case in Fig. 4a 
we have 0^ = = o.515 " ^x = 0.625 " O-Ol^^KL - 0.0182KL 
= 0.0005KL. This represents (0.0005KL/0.1754KL) x 100 = 
35 
0.29% of the minimum rainfall R . falling on the soil sur-
min 
face. We may define Q„ by Q„ = where x, is the 
X 2 
downslope point on the soil surface where upward flow ceases 
and Xg is the upslope point on the soil surface where upward 
flow begins. In the above example x^ = 0.515, Xg = 0.625 
and = 0.0005KL. Another point Xg is defined as the point 
on the soil surface upslope of x^ and Xg and on the same 
streamline as x^. In our example Xg = 0.715. The water 
flowing between the streamline connecting x^ and Xg, and 
the soil surface is equal to Q^. This is the net quantity 
of water which seeps into the soil surface upslope and 
emerges through the soil surface downslope. The points 
located on the soil surface at x^ and Xg are critical points. 
These points are located where water is neither entering nor 
leaving the soil surface, that is, where we have v^ = 0. 
Results and Discussion 
A variety of soil bedding geometries, cases, A4,B4,..., 
(Table 1) were examined. The cases were classified into 
groups 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 as shown in Table 1. The values of 
the parameters L, d, b, w, and H defined in Fig. lb, are 
given. The bedding slope c = (b - d)/L was calculated from 
these parameters, and it is also given. Finally, the table 
gives values of Q/(KL), R^j^n' % ^.nd Q^/(KL) for each case. 
Vie note the relation = (Q/L)/R in agreement with equation 
Table 1. Values of the quantities Q/(^) » W^, and Q^/(KL) for several 
soil bedding geometries when h = w (in Fig. 2) and H = b - w. 
Soil Bedding Geometries 
Case d/L b/L w/L H/L c ^min/^ Q/(KL) W (%) Q^/(KL) 
Group 1 
A1 0. 2000 0.4000 0.100 0. 300 0.2000 0. 3450 0. ,2017 58. 5 
B1 0. 2000 0.4000 0.050 0. 350 0.2000 0. 3605 0. ,1661 46. 1 — 
CI 0. 2000 0.4000 0.020 0. 380 0.2000 0. 3762 0, .1263 33. 6 — 
D1 0. 2000 0.4000 0.010 0. 390 0.2000 0. 3822 0, .1048 27. 4 — 
El 0. 2000 0.4000 0.001 0. 399 0.2000 0. 3990 0 .0645 16. 2 -
Group . 2 
A2 0. 1000 0.1330 0.0100 0. 1230 0.0330 0. 0780 0 .0565 70. 7 — 
B2 0. 1000 0.1330 0.0167 0. 1163 0.0330 0. 0655 0 . 0655 100. 0 — 
C2 0. 1000 0.1330 0.0330 0. 1000 0.0330 0. 0793 0 .0793 100. 0 — 
D2 0. 1500 0.1880 0.0167 0. 1713 0.0339 0. 0880 0 .0880 100. 0 — 
E2 0. 2000 0.2330 0.0167 0. 2163 0.0330 0. 1080 0 .1080 100. 0 — 
F2 0. 1000 0.1330 0.0050 0. 1280 0.0330 0. 1139 0 .0470 41. 3 — 
Group 3 
A3 0. 3000 0.3670 0.0100 0. 3570 0.0670 0. 1535 0 .1304 84. ,9 
B3 0. 3000 0.3670 0.0167 0. 3503 0.0670 0. ,1576 0 .1483 94, .1 — 
C3 0. 3000 0.3670 0.0330 0. ,3340 0.0670 0. ,1787 0 .1787 100, .0 -
D3 0. ,2000 0.2670 0.0167 0. ,2503 0.0670 0. 1427 0 .1104 77 .4 -
E3 0. 1000 0.1670 0.0167 0, 1503 0.0670 0, .0782 0 .0670 85 .7 -
F3 0, .3000 0.3670 0.0050 0. 3620 0.0670 0. 1484 0 .1115 75 .1 -
Table 1 - continued 
Soil Bedding Geometries 
Case d/L b/L w/L H/L c ^min/^ Q/(KL) Wp(%) Q^/(KL)* 
Group 4 
A4 0. 4000 0.5000 0 .0100 0 .4900 0.1000 0. 2597 0. 1653 63. 7 — 
B4 0. 4000 0.5000 0 .0167 0 .4833 0.1000 0. 2610 0. 1867 71. 5 — 
C4 0. 4000 0.5000 0 .0330 0 .4670 0.1000 0. 2710 0. 2232 82. 4 — 
D4 0. 4000 0.5000 0 .0050 0 .4950 0.1000 0. 2574 0. 1424 55. 3 -
E4 0. 1000 0.2000 0 .0050 0 .1950 0.1000 0. 1775 0. 0491 27. 7 0.0023 
Group 1 5 
A5 0. 1333 0.2667 0 .0167 0 .2500 0.1334 0. 2140 0. 0859 40. 1 0.0015 
B5 0. 1333 0.2333 0 .0167 0 .2166 0.1000 0. 1754 0. 0843 48. 0 0.0005 
C5 0. 1333 0.2000 0 .0167 0 .1833 0.0667 0. 1136 0. 0824 72. 5 0.0005 
D5 0. 1333 0.1667 0 .0167 0 .1500 0.0334 0. 0807 0. 0807 100. 0 — 
E5 0. 1333 0.1667 0 .0333 0 .1334 0.0334 0. 0987 0. 0987 100. 0 0.0004 
F5 0. 1333 0.2667 0 .0100 0 .2567 0.1334 0. 2182 0. 0744 34. 1 0.0015 
* Values of x^, Xg, and Xg associated with Q^/(KL) and defined below equation 
[28d] are given in Appendix C, Table 6. 
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28c. Values of x^, Xg, and Xg associated with values of 
where exists are given in Appendix C, Table 6. Flow nets 
for the cases of group 1 are given in Fig. 5; group 2 in 
Fig. 6; group 3 in Fig. 7; group 4 in Fig. 8; and group 5 in 
Fig. 9. In addition, cases F2, F3, D4, and E4 (w = 0.005) 
are given in Fig. 10. These many nets are presented to il­
lustrate how the depth of the impermeable barrier, slope, 
and radius of the tile drain affect the flow net. 
Table 1 and the figures bring out the influence of 
different parameters on Q/L and . We note the re­
lation Wp = (Q/L)/Rmia. 
Effect of increasing slope of soil bedding Exami­
nation of the values of Q/L for cases A5 through D5 shows 
that increasing the slope c of the soil bedding while keep­
ing L, d, and w constant increases the quantity of water 
flowing through the flow medium to the drain. It also in­
creases the minimum rate of rainfall needed to keep the soil 
saturated. The percent of the rainfall which flows to the 
tile drain decrease from 100% to 40.1% as the slope is in­
creased. 
Effect of increasing depth of soil bedding Exami­
nation of the values of Q/L for cases B2, D2, and E2 shows 
that increasing the depth of b and d of the soil bedding 
while keeping L. w, and c constant increases the quantity of 
water flowing through the flow medium to the drain. It also 
Fig. 5 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
Al, Bl, CI, Dl, and El of Table 1. 
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0.9 0.7 08 0.6 04 05 0.2 00 
0.9 0.6 Q7 0.5 0.4 03 02 0.0 
h = w = .02 
08 0.6 07 05 03 04 02 0.0 
0.6 07 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 Q5 02 
0.9 1.0 0.6 Q7 0.8 0.5 03 04 02 0.0 
Fig. 6 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
A2, B2, C2, D2, and F2 of Table 1. 
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.133 .100 h = w = .01 
0.0 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
h = w =,0167 .133 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.C 0.9 
.133 h = w = .005 
0.0 0.2 03 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Fig. 7 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
A3, B3, C3, D3, E3, and F3 of Table 1. 
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.367 
0.7 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 02 0.3 0.0 
83 
h= w= .0167 367 
1.0 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.3 Q4 02 ao 
.367 
0.6 0.7 as 09 1.0 0.4 05 02 03 00 
03 
h=w = .0167 .267 
1.0 0.9 Q6 0.7 08 0.4 0.5 03 0.2 00 
.167 
h = w « .0167 
0.7 0.5 0.6 08 0.9 10 0.3 Q2 QO 
.367 
0.6 07 03 0.9 1.0 0.5 0.4 0.3 a2 0.0 
Fig, 8 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
A4, B4, C4, and D4 of Table 1. 
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A4 
h = w = ,OI 
0.0 02 03 0.4 05 06 0.7 08 09 
84 
h:*: .0167 
OIO 0,2 03 04 Q5 0.6 0.7 0.8 09 
0.0 Q2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 08 09 
OJO Q2 03 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 08 09 
Fig. 9 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
A5, B5, C5, D5, E5, and F5 of Table 1. 
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.2667 A5 
h = w = .OI67 
.1333 
02 0.0 ai 03 0.4 as 0.6 07 0.8 09 1.0 
.2333 
.033 
00 02 ai 03 0.4 as 0.6 0.7 08 0.9 10 
h «w.0167 
.1333 
0.0 ai 0.2 03 0.4 OS 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
12 A D5 
h « w » .0167 .1667 .1333 
02 00 01 0.3 0.4 as a6 0.7 08 0.9 1.0 
ES 
h = w * .033 
.1667 
.1333 
00 a2 as 01 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.5 1.0 
.2667 
J333 h=w= .01  
00 0.2 a3 ai 0.4 as 0.6 0.7 08 0.9 10 
Fig. 10 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
F2, F3, D4, and E4 of Table 1. 
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.133 h = w = .005 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
.367 
h = w = .005 
00 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 09 1.0 
D4 
h= w= .005 
OX) OI Q2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6 0.7 08 09 
E4 
h = w = .005 
0.0 02 0.3 0.4 05 06 0.7 0.8 0.9 
increases the amount of rainfall needed to keep the soil 
saturated. One hundred percent of L) flows through 
the flow medium to the tile drain. For Table 1 we take 
h = w. 
Effect of increasing the radius of the tile drain 
Examination of the values of Q/L for all cases in group 1 
and the first three cases of groups 2, 3, and 4 shows that 
increasing the radius w of the tile drain keeping L, d, b, 
and c constant increases the quantity of water flowing 
through the flow medium to the drain. As we increase the 
radius of the tile drain we also increase the percent of 
water flowing through the flow medium into the tile drain. 
The rate for the noted cases may decrease or increase 
mm 
with increasing w because ^ min depends on the head differ­
ence H = b - w across the system as well as the tile radius 
w. We remember for Table 1 we have h = w. 
We can check our work with that of Kirkham (1947a) 
using the following equation from his Fig. 3. 
If L/2 > h, E 0 
where t is the depth of ponded water on the level surface of 
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soil and h is depth of soil overlying the impermeable barrier 
in Kirkham (1947a). This will correspond to our case if we 
let the amount of ponded water standing on the surface be 
zero (t = 0) for Kirkham (1947a) and we let the slope in 
our case be zero (c = 0). 
To check the equation with our work we let L = 1.0, 
h = 0.2, t = 0, and w = 0.005 for Kirkham (1947a) and we 
calculate Qg from equation [29] and find it to be Qg = 
0.0779K. In our equation [27a] we let L = 1.0, b = d = 0.2, 
and w = 0.005 and calculate Q/L to be equal to 0.0779K. 
This agrees exactly with Kirkham (1947a). The agreement is 
found to occur for several other cases considered but not 
reported here. 
Summary and Conclusions 
We have solved the problem of the seepage of rainfall 
seeping through soil bedding to a tile drain. The tile 
drain is half-imbedded in an impermeable barrier located at 
a finite depth below the soil surface. The flow medium is 
saturated with water and we consider only the steady-state 
condition. We solved the problem using the modified Gram-
Schmidt method developed by Kirkham and Powers (1972). The 
quantity of water flowing through the flow medium into the 
tile drain has been calculated. The minimum rainfall rate 
needed to keep the soil bedding saturated has also been 
calculated, also, the percent of the rainfall that flows 
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through the flow medium to the tile drain. 
We have determined that by increasing the soil slope, 
increasing the depth to the impermeable barrier, and/or 
increasing the radius of the tile drain the quantity of 
water flowing through the flow medium to the tile drain will 
be increased. The rainfall rate needed to keep the bedded 
land saturated will be increased or decreased depending on 
the bedding geometry. 
We found that our work agrees exactly with the work of 
Kirkham (1947a) where he considered the case of ponded water 
on a zero slope soil surface. 
Flow nets for several soil bedding geometries have been 
presented. From these flow nets and our mathematical analy­
sis we have determined that in some cases the water which 
enters the soil at the surface flows to the tile drain and 
does not resurface downslope. In other cases water enters 
the soil upslope and resurfaces again downslope. 
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PART II. FLOW PATTERNS OF RAINWATER SEEPING 
THROUGH BEDDED SOIL OF INFINITE DEPTH 
Introduction 
Warrick (1970) solved a problem of seepage of rainwater 
through soil bedding underlain by a barrier at infinite depth. 
Powers et (1967) solved the same problem for the barrier 
at a finite depth. Both Powers et (1967) and Warrick 
(1970) considered the depth of ponded water in the furrows 
of the bedded land to be negligible and the soil surface had 
a constant slope. Selim and Kirkham (1972a) extended the 
work of Powers et to include a finite depth of water in 
the furrows. Selim and Kirkham (1972b) also extended the 
work to the case of an arbitrarily shaped soil surface. 
Warrick (1970) used conformai transformations to find 
the hydraulic head <t> and stream functions if». Here, we solve 
the problem of Warrick (1970) using the modified Gram-Schmidt 
method of Powers et al. (1967) and Kirkham and Powers (1972). 
We also extend the work of Warrick (1970) to include a finite 
depth of water in the furrows and the case of an arbitrarily 
shaped soil surface. 
The flow medium first considered is illustrated in Fig. 
11. Rain, falling at rate R, keeps bedded soil water-
saturated. Some of the rain infiltrates into the soil along 
streamlines similar to the one S shown. Rain not needed to 
water-saturate the soil runs over the surface of the bedding 
Fig. 11 - A two-dimensional drawing of steady rain falling on soil bedding over-
; 
lying an impermeable barrier at infinity; the bedding slope is constant 
and no water stands in the furrow. 
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to a furrow which is sufficiently drained such that ponding 
is negligible. The flow region extends to an infinite dis­
tance perpendicular to the (x,y) plane of Fig. 11 and over­
lies an impermeable barrier at infinite depth below the soil 
surface. We consider only a unit thickness of flow medium 
perpendicular to the (x,y) plane. Because of symmetry we 
need only consider the part designated by OEABO. The total 
width of this portion of the flow medium is L. 
The second case we shall consider is illustrated in 
Fig. 12, which is similar to Fig. 11 except water is allowed 
to stand in the drainage furrow. Because of symmetry we 
need only consider the part designated by ABCOEA. The total 
width of the flow medium considered is L. The depth of water 
in the drainage furrow is h, and the maximum width of this 
water is d. 
The third case we shall consider is illustrated in Fig. 
13, which is similar to Fig. 11 and 12 except the soil sur­
face is taken as part of the boundary of an ellipse. We will 
consider both no water and some water standing in the drain­
age furrow. 
For the three cases shown in Fig. 11, 12 and 13 we seek 
the potential function (p, and the stream function 'I'. From 
these functions we will be able to calculate the amount of 
water flowing through the soil and draw flow nêts. The 
amount of water flowing through the soil and the streamlines 
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are important factors governing movement of dissolved 
materials in the soil. 
Fig. 12 - A two-dimensional drawing of steady rain falling 
on soil bedding overlying an impermeable barrier 
at infinity; the bedding slope is constant and 
some water stands in the furrow. 
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Fig. 13 - A two-dimensional drawing of steady rain falling 
on soil bedding overlying an impermeable barrier 
at infinity; the bedding surface has an elliptic 
shape and some water stands in the furrow. 
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Mathematical Analysis 
Since the flow regions are assumed to be water-saturated 
and isotropic, we may consider a hydraulic head function 
(l>(x,y) and stream function Tj^(x,y). These two orthogonal 
functions each satisfy Laplace's equation 
First we solve equation [30] for (p and then find the 
stream function iIj from the function (|> using the Cauchy-
Riemann relations. 
j) and ijJ for the flow region of Fig. 11 
Taking the x-axis to be the reference level for (|), the 
boundary conditions (EC's) in Fig. 11 for equation [30] are 
Along OE 
[30] 
and 
[31] 
K(d(P/dx) =0 or d(f)/dx = 0 [BC 2.1] 
Along EA 
K(3(j>/3y) =0 or B*/9y = 0 [BC 2.2] 
Along AB 
K(9(j)/9x) =0 or dcp/dx = 0 [BC 2.3] 
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Along OB 
(j> = cx [BC 2.4] 
where c = b/L and K is the saturated hydraulic conductivity 
of the flow medium (units of length/time). 
For later use in connection with Fig. 11, 12 and 13 we 
define the functions f(x), F(x), g(x), and G(x) by 
[32] 
[33] 
[34] 
[353 
For Fig. 11, a solution (j) of equation [30] which satis­
fies [BC 2.1], [BC 2.2], and [BC 2.3] is 
gmi,y/L ^ 
* ' Jo 7^  ^ L 
m = 0,1, . . .,N (N-Mx,) [36] 
f(x) = cx 0 < X < L 
F(x) =, 
cx 
0 _< X £ d 
d < X < L 
g(x) = 
0 
v(x) 
0 £ X £ t 
t < X < L 
G(x) = 
v(x) 
0 ^  X £ d 
d < X < L 
where the constants are to be evaluated to satisfy 
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[BC 2.4]. The constants have dimensions of length. 
To satisfy [BC 2.4], the of equation [36] must 
satisfy 
NH-OO m7rf(x)/L 
= Jo [mwb/L ^ 1371 
We define u^(x) as 
mnf(x)/L 
%<'=) = mwb/L ^ [38] 
SO that equation [37] becomes 
N-»-oo 
f(x) = I Aj,^ u„(x) [391 
m=0 
The Ajjjjj of equation [39] may be obtained by using the 
modified Gram-Schmidt process of Kirkham and Powers (1972). 
It should be noted that in order to determine the A^^^, using 
this technique, the following integrals 
Wjjj = / f(x) Ujjj(x) dx [39a] 
"mn = ^ V) "m(%) 
o 
are required. These integrals, equations [39a] and [39b], 
were evaluated numerically using Simpson's rule as given by 
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Hildebrand (1956). In our numerical work in this paper we 
use N = 20 in equation [36] and associated equations. It is 
found that this value of N satisfies the remaining boundary 
condition [BC 2.4]. 
To compute the stream function ip, we use equation [36] 
in conjunction with the Cauchy-Riemann conditions [SK^/Bx = 
d^/By; dK(p/dy = -d\p/dx, see Kirkham and Powers (1972) Table 
3-1]. The result is 
N-^ " miry/L 
Fig. 14 is a normalized flow net for the example of Fig. 
11, where equipotentials for 4)' = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 
streamlines for ip' = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 are drawn, 
with (j) ' defined by 
At -  <t>(x.y) -  $(0,0) 
V ~ - tbrO.O'i 
and ij; ' by 
<P(L,b) *(0,0) [41] 
= Vin - [42] 
^min - ip(0,0) 
where the value is the minimum value of ilt for a flow net. 
mm 
In equation [41], values of <p(x,y) are obtained from equation 
[36] where the are given in Appendix C Table 5. In equa­
tion [42], values of i|>(x,y) are obtained from equation [40]. 
Fig. 14 - Normalized flow net corresponding to the section OEABO of Fig. 11; stream­
lines (indicated by arrows) are drawn such that 0.2 of the total flow in 
and out of the soil passes between an adjacent pair of the streamlines; 
between adjacent euqipotentials 0.2 of the total head is dissipated; the 
streamline (point)ip' = 0 is such that to its left the seepage flow is up­
ward out of the soil and to its right the seepage flow is downward into 
the soil. 
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To obtain we put y = cx in equation [40] and plot 
the values of \p along y = cx and determine the minimum value 
of ip from the graph. For Fig. 14, with the geometrical val­
ues as indicated, we find = -0.0248. This gives i|)' = 
0 in Fig. 14. 
It is of interest to know the minimum rainfall rate 
necessary to keep the soil bedding saturated. If the soil 
can be kept saturated at the center of the bedding (L,b), the 
remainder of the bedding will be saturated. To keep the soil 
saturated at (L,b), the rainfall rate must be at least equal 
to the vertical velocity at (L,b). This vertical velocity is 
given by V = K(9(t)/3y) evaluated at (L,b). Using the Cauchy-
Riemann relation, 3K<j)/3y = -d\p/dx, we can write the vertical 
velocity at (L,b), which is also Rjjjin' 
^min " - H [43] L,b 
which for the example of Fig. 14 is 
Bmin = 0 18% 
The total amount of water falling on the soil (assuming 
uniform recharge) is given by . 
The quantity of water Q moving through the soil (that 
moves in and then out) is the difference between and at 
(L,b). For our example at (L,b) is zero. Therefore, Q is 
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given by 
Q = 4<L,b) - [44] 
which for Fig. 14 is 
Q = 0 - (-0.0248K) = 0.0248K 
The percent of water from the product that 
actually moves through the soil is given by 
WP = [Q/(L R^.^)] X 100 [45] 
which for Fig. 14 is {(0.0248K)/[(1)(0.18K)]} x 100 = 13.8%. 
The rest of the rainfall, 86.2%, is surface runoff. 
(j) and $ for the flow region of Fig. 12 
The coundary conditions (EC's) for Laplace's equation 
[30] for the flow region of Fig. 12 are 
Along OE 
K(d<l)/dx) =0 or d(p/dx = 0 [BC 3.1] 
Along EA 
K(3())/3y) =0 or 8*/ay = 0 [BC 3.2] 
Along AB 
K(d(p/dx) =0 or 3(p/dx = 0 [BC 3.3] 
Along OCB 
4» = F(x), (see equation [33]) [BC 3.4] 
The solution of equation [30] which satisfies [BC 3.1], 
[BC 3.2], [BC 3.3], and [BC 3.4] may be obtained in the same 
manner as (j) of equation [36], and is 
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N-H» imry/L 
• = =Nm ^ îbTL '^«1 
where the constants must satisfy the equation 
N-x» mTrf(x)/L 
«'=) = =Nm ^ TSbTL- T 
The of equation [47] are obtained by using the 
modified Gram-Schmidt process of Kirkham and Powers (1972). 
This is the same process used to obtain the of equation 
[36]. Here, as for the N was taken equal to 20. In 
Appendix C the for geometries considered are tabulated. 
The stream function ip associated with (j) in equation [46] 
is the same i); as given by equation [40] , except that the 
coefficients in equation [40] are replaced by B^ ,^ t e 
values of which we have computed from equation [47] . The \p 
for the flow region of Fig. 12 is given by 
N-w jniry/L 
Z 
m=0 * = - : TSbTL ^ I"1 
Flow nets for Fig. 12 can be drawn in the same manner as 
flow nets for Fig. 11 and one is presented in Fig. 15 Case A7 
which is the same as Fig. 14 except for the ponded water. The 
ponded water makes little difference in the nets of Fig. 14 
and Fig. 15 Case A7. 
Fig. 15 - Normalized flow nets, cases A7 and B8, corre­
sponding to Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. 
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Using equations [43], [44] and [45], as before, we 
shall later calculate and record the quantity of water 
moving through the soil in relation to the rainfall rate. 
4) and ip for the flow region of Fig. 13 
The boundary conditions (EC's) for equation [30] for the 
flow region of Fig. 13 are 
Along OE 
K(3*/ax) =0 or a*/3x = 0 [BC 4.1] 
Along EA 
K(3(f)/3y) = 0 or 3*/9y = 0 [BC 4.2] 
Along AB 
K(B$/3x) =0 or 3*/9x = 0 [BC 4.3] 
Along ODCB 
<j) = G(x), (see equation [35]) [BC 4.4] 
In our analysis, the upper boundary DCB in Fig. 13 is 
taken as part of the boundary of an ellipse and is described 
by the equation 
y = v(x) t £ X £ L [49] 
where v(x) is the equation of the ellipse, with semimajor axis 
(L - t) and semiminor axis b where t is the semiwidth of the 
bottom of the furrow. The remaining part of the upper bound­
ary in Fig. 13, the furrow bottom OD, is given by the equation 
y = 0 0 < X < t [50] 
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Three different ellipses will be considered. 
A solution <() of equation [30] which satisfies [BC 4.1], 
[BC 4.2], [BC 4.3], and [BC 4.4] may be obtained in the same 
manner as (f) of equation [36], and is 
N-H» mïïy/L 
• = Cm ^  ? [511 
where the constants C^^^^ must satisfy the equation 
N-^ oo mwg(x)/L 
G(x) = Z ^ b/L COS 152] 
m=0 e 
In equation [52] we remember that g(x) and G(x) are defined 
by equations [34] and [35]. 
The of equation [51] are obtained as we earlier 
obtained the and B^^, that is, by using the modified 
Gram-Schmidt process of Kirkham and Powers (1972). The C^  ^
for N = 20 are tabulated in Appendix C. 
The stream function associated with <|) in equation [51] 
is given by 
N-^ oo mny/L 
1 " - J o  ^  ^  
Flow nets for Fig. 13 can be drawn in the same manner as 
the flow nets for Fig. 11 and 12 and one is presented in Fig. 
15, Case B8. Using equations [43], [44], and [45] we can 
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determine the quantity of water moving through the soil in 
relation to the rainfall rate. This quantity will be re­
corded in a later table. 
Computer programs used to calculate the ®Nm' 
of equations [36], [46], and [51] are found in Appendix 
C. 
Results and Discussion 
A variety of soil bedding geometries are examined and 
are designated as shown in column 1 of Table 2. The values 
of the parameters L, b, d, and t, defined in Fig. 11, 12, and 
13, are given in the second to fifth columns of Table 2. The 
height h of the water in the middle of the drainage furrow 
and the bedding slope c = b/L were calculated from these 
parameters, and they are reported in columns six and seven of 
Table 2. Flow nets for cases A6, B6, and C6 of Table 2 are 
illustrated in Fig. 16 (case B6 is also illustrated in Fig. 
14). The flow net for case A7 of Table 2 is illustrated in 
Fig. 15. Flow nets for cases A8, B8, and C8 of Table 2 are 
illustrated in Fig. 17 (case B8 is also illustrated in Fig. 
15). Flow nets for cases A9, B9, and C9 of Table 2 are il­
lustrated in Fig. 18. Flow nets for B9, D9, and E9 of Table 
2 are presented in Fig. 19. These many flow nets are pre­
sented to show how the streamlines change for different bed­
ding geometries and depth of water in the furrows. The mini­
mum rainfall rate R . to keep the bedding saturated, the 
Table 2 - The minimum rainfall rate Rn,in B^eded to keep the bedding saturated, 
and corresponding normalized value of the quantity of water flowing 
through the soil Q/L, and the percent of water falling at the rate 
Rmin actually seeping into and out of the soil bedding; for several 
soil bedding geometries. 
Soil Bedding Geometries 
Case L b d t h c 
^min Q/L Wp,% 
Group 6 
A6 1.0 0.033 0.00 0.0000 0.033 .0837K 0.0122K 14.6 
B6 1.0 0.067 0.00 — — — 0.0000 0.067 .1747K 0.0248K 14.2 
C6 1.0 0.100 0.00 —  —  —  0.0000 0.100 .2650K 0.0371K 14.0 
Group 7 
A7 1.0 0.067 0.20 0.0134 0.067 .1788K 0.0234K 13.1 
Group 8 
A8 1.0 0.033 0.00 0.1 0.0000 .0228K 0.0177K 77.6 
B8 1.0 0.067 0.00 0.1 0.0000 *— — .0593K 0.0379K 63.9 
C8 1.0 0.100 0.00 0.1 0.0000 —  — —  .1036K 0.0595K 57.4 
Group 9 
A9 1.0 0.033 .15 0.1 0.0108 — .0223K 0.0123K 55.2 
B9 1.0 0.067 .15 0.1 0.0220 •— — — .0443K 0.0257K 58.0 
C9 1.0 0.100 .15 0.1 0.0329 .0661K 0.0394K 59.6 
D9 1.0 0.067 .20 0.1 0.0307 — — — .0419K 0.0219K 52.3 
E9 1.0 0.067 .30 0.1 0.0421 .0360K 0.0161K 44.7 
Fig. 16 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
A6, B6, and C6 of Table 2. 
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Fig. 17 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
A8, B8, and C8 of Table 2. 
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Fig. 18 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
A9, B9, and C9 of Table 2. 
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Fig. 19 - Flow nets for semisections of soil bedding, cases 
B9, D9, and E9 of Table 2. 
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flux Q/L of water flowing through the soil, and the percent 
of water W that falls at the rate R . and actually seeps p mm 
into and out of the soil bedding are given in the last three 
columns of Table 2. The units of measurements for L, b, d, 
t and h can be feet, etc., with Q, and K consistent. 
Upon examining the flow nets we note certain distinctive 
features. The point is always located along the slope 
of the soil surface between (d,h) and the top of the slope 
(L,b). It is never located at either extreme position. The 
position of ip . is a critical point. Between this critical 
^min 
point and the bottom of the slope water is seeping out of the 
soil. Excess water not needed to keep the soil saturated 
simply runs over the surface of the soil. All of the rain 
falling on the soil slope at and below the critical point 
runs over the surface to the furrow. It never enters the 
soil. 
As a check of our work we examine the flow nets. The 
equipotentials should cross the streamlines at right angles. 
As an example let us examine Fig. 14 (L = 1.0, b = 0.067, d = 
0.0, h = 0.0, c = 0.067) where equipotentials for (|) ' = 0.2, 
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and streamlines for tj/' = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 
0.8, 1.0 are drawn. The equipotential for <j)' = 0 is the 
point (0,0) and *' = 1.0 is (L,b). It is clear from the 
figure that the equipotentials and the streamlines intersect 
perpendicularly. At points along the soil surface the 
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the streamlines are not perpendicular to the soil surface 
because the soil surface is not an equipotential. 
We can also check our work with that of Warrick (1970). 
He solved this same problem using conformai transformations. 
His work was limited, however, to a soil surface of constant 
slope and no water could be allowed to stand in the furrows. 
We have demonstrated that by using the method of Kirkham and 
Powers (1972) we can have a soil surface of any shape and we 
can allow water to stand in the furrow. Our Fig. 14 corre­
sponds to Fig. 2 of Warrick (1970). He found the maximum 
value of i|;/KL to be 0.025 occurring at x/L = 0.49. In our 
work we found the maximum value of ^/KL to be 0.025 occur­
ring at x/L =0.48. If we superimpose our Fig. 14 over the 
Fig. 2 of Warrick (1970) we find that the streamlines of the 
two figures agree exactly. The equipotential lines do not, 
however, agree exactly. The reason for this is that although 
Warrick (1970) states his equipotential lines are if)' = 0.2, 
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, they in fact are not. Because we have a con­
stant slope and our boundary condition is * = cx along the 
slope, <Ji* = 0.2 must intersect the slope at x = 0.2, (|)' = 
0.4 must intersect the slope at x = 0.4, etc. Upon close 
inspection of Fig. 2 of Warrick (1970) we find this condi­
tion, perhaps due to drafting error, is not exactly met. 
Because his equipotential lines and streamlines cross at 
right angles we conclude that they are valid equipotentials. 
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However, it would appear that they should not be labeled as 
<!>' = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 equipotentials but instead they 
should be more accurately designated as (f)' = 0.15, 0.45, 
0.62, 0.76 equipotentials. From our Fig. 14 we note that 
our equipotentials intersect the soil surface at x = 0.2, 
0.4, 0.6, 0.8. They also cross the streamlines at right 
angles. We conclude that our equipotentials agree with 
Warrick's equipotentials approximately. 
Table 2 brings out the influence of different param­
eters on Q/L, and W^. 
The effect of increasing the slope of the soil bedding 
with zero depth of water standing in the furrow is demon­
strated by the values of Q/L, and W^ for cases A6, B6, 
and C6. R_. and Q/L are increased but W_ decreases, 
mm p 
The effect of maintaining the center of the bedding 
constant but changing the shape of the soil surface from a 
constant slope to elliptic shaped (compare A6 with A8, B6 
with B8, and C6 with C8) decreases R„. but greatly increases 
mm 
Q/L, and W^. 
By increasing the height of the center of the bedding 
for the elliptic shaped soil surface with no water standing 
in the furrow (A8, B8, and C8) we increase R^j^^ and Q/L but 
decrease W^. By adding a constant width of water in the 
furrows (D = .15 for A9, B9, and C9) Q/L, and 
increase for increasing height of the bedding center. 
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By maintaining a constant bedding center height and 
increasing the level of water in the furrow (B8, B9, D9, and 
E9) Q/L and are decreased. 
The percent of water, W^,flowing through the soil bed­
ding for the bedding with constant slope is comparable to 
the percent reported by Powers et (1967) and Selim and 
Kirkham (1972a) for their cases with an impermeable barrier 
at a finite depth below the soil surface. By changing the 
shape of the soil surface (from constant slope to elliptic 
shaped) the percent of water, W^, flowing through the soil 
is increased 4 to 5 times. In the cases with a constant 
soil slope we have about 85% of the rain needed to keep the 
bedding saturated running over the surface of the soil with­
out running through it. With the elliptic shaped soil sur­
face we have about 25 to 50% of the rain needed to keep the 
bedding saturated running over the soil surface. 
Summary and Conclusions 
We solved the problem of the seepage of rainfall 
through soil bedding underlain by an impermeable barrier at 
infinity. A constant slope soil surface and elliptic shaped 
soil surface are considered. The problem is solved using 
the modified Gram-Schmidt method of Kirkham and Powers 
(1972). The minimum rainfall needed to keep the bedding 
saturated, the quantity of water flowing through the soil, 
and the percent of the total minimum rainfall that flows 
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through the soil are also determined. 
It is determined that by changing the shape of the soil 
surface from constant slope to elliptic shape the percent of 
water flowing through the soil is greatly increased. This 
is because the minimum rainfall needed to keep the bedding 
saturated is decreased while the total amount of water flow­
ing through the soil is increased. 
We are able to check our work with that of Warrick 
(1970) where he solved the problem with a constant slope and 
no water standing in the furrow. Our work agreed approxi­
mately with his, and exactly, if his equipotentials are 
renumbered. 
Flow nets for several soil bedding geometries are pre­
sented. From these flow nets we can see that water enters 
the soil upslope above a critical point and after flowing 
through the soil resurfaces again downslope and enters sur­
face runoff. This in and out seepage of water illustrates 
how soluble material may be removed from the soil and added 
to surface runoff. 
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PART III. FLOW PATTERNS OF RAINWATER SEEPING 
THROUGH BEDDED SOIL: LABORATORY STUDY 
Introduction 
Powers (1966) and Powers e;t aJ. (1967) solved a problem 
of seepage of rainwater seeping through soil bedding under­
lain by a horizontal impermeable barrier at a finite depth. 
In part one of this thesis we solved the same problem with 
a tile drain half embedded in the impermeable subsoil layer 
directly below the drainage furrow. The depth of ponded 
water considered to be standing in the furrows in each case 
is considered to be negligible. Here we present photographs 
of steady-state streamlines of rainwater seeping through 
bedded soil as obtained by use of laboratory models filled 
with sand. The purpose is to see if the experimental 
stream lines agree with those calculated from the theory. 
Photographs are also presented to illustrate the develop­
ment of the streamlines. 
Methods and Materials 
Models made of plexiglas were built to simulate soil 
profiles with sloping surfaces. The plexiglas allowed vi­
sual observation of dyed flow lines in the soil profile be­
low the soil surface. Two models were constructed. The 
two models were exactly the same with the exception of a 
tile drain located in the corner directly below the low end 
of one of the models as indicated in Fig. 20. Dimensions 
Fig. 20 - A sketch and dimensions of the plexiglas models used in the laboratory. 
Dimensions of the model indicated on the sketch are inches. The inside 
width of the model is 1.18 inches (3 cm). 
b=l2 
d-6 
.75 inside dia 
1.0 outside dia.— 
L=45 
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of the models are as indicated in the figure. The sides of 
the models were constructed from plexiglas 1/4" thick. The 
base was 1/2" thick, 48" long, and 8" wide. The tile drain 
had an inside diameter of 0.75 inches and an outside diam­
eter of approximately one inch. Approximately 50 holes 1/8" 
diameter were drilled into the side of the drain exposed to 
sand to allow water to flow into the drain. A three hundred 
mesh brass screen was placed over the drain to prevent sand 
from plugging the holes of the drain. 
The model without the tile drain was used to demonstrate 
the streamlines found in Fig. 5B and 5C of Powers ^  al. 
(1967). The model with the tile drain was used to demon­
strate the streamlines found in Fig. 9 (B5, C5 and D5) of 
part one of this thesis. 
The model was filled with Clayton sand, a commercial 
inert white silica sand. A thin surface layer of 6 mm solid 
glass beads and 40 mesh screen was used on the surface of 
the slope to distribute the recharge water and prevent ero­
sion of the sand downslope. 
After the plexiglas models were packed with sand the 
system was kept saturated with water by recharge from a bat­
tery of 30 tubes with stopcocks leading from a water reser­
voir with a constant level of water. The stopcocks allowed 
the flow rate of water from each tube to be adjusted as 
needed. An aqueous solution of Evans blue dye was intro­
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duced at points along the slope by using #20 5-inch hypoder­
mic needles and peristaltic (Sigmamotor Co.) or vibrostaltic 
pumps (Chemical Rubber Co.). We used two peristaltic and 
four vibrostaltic pumps. The movement of the dye below the 
sand surface was observed visually and photographed at ap­
proximately 15-minute intervals to record the development of 
the streamlines. 
Results and Discussion 
Sequence photographs are presented to demonstrate the 
development of streamlines for five flow nets. The values 
of the parameters d, b, L, and w for the five flow nets are 
given in Table 3. Case 1, 2, and 3 are flow nets illus­
trated in Fig. 9 (B5, C5, and D5) of this thesis. Case 4 
and 5 are for the soil bedding cases presented in Powers 
et (1967) (Fig. 5B and 5C). 
Sequence photographs for the cases of Table 3 are pre­
sented in Fig. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. In Fig. 21, 22, and 
23 we can see the flow patterns of rain water through 
sloping soil bedding to tile drains during saturated, steady-
state conditions. The boundary conditions for these three 
figures are the same as those listed in part one of this 
thesis. In Fig. 21 and 23 dye is introduced at five points 
in the flow medium. Two needles are placed, one at each end 
of the slope, to illustrate the streamlines in contact with 
the impervious boundaries. Three needles are placed at 
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Table 3. Values of the parameters d, b, L, and w used for 
the laboratory models; values are in inches. 
Slope 
Case d b L w (degrees) 
1 6 7.5 45 .75 1.909 
2 6 9.0 45 .75 3.814 
3 6 10.5 45 .75 6.968 
4 6 9.0 45 .00 3.814 
5 6 10.5 45 .00 6.968 
Fig. 21 - Photographic sequence pictures illustrating the development of streamlines 
in a plexiglas model filled with sand and drained by a drain tube. Param­
eters correspond with case 1 of Table 3. Times for the pictures are 
(hours + minutes): A = 0 + 00, B = 0 + 30, C = 1 + 00, D = 1 + 50, E= 
2+30, and F = 4 + 30. 
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Fig. 22 - Photographic sequence pictures illustrating the development of streamlines 
in a plexiglas model filled with sand and drained by a drain tube. Param­
eters correspond with case 2 of Table 3. Times for the pictures are 
(hours + minutes): A = 0 + 00, B = 0 + 30, C = 1 + 00, D = 1 + 30, E = 
1+45, and F = 2 + 15. 
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Fig. 23 - Photographic sequence pictures illustrating the development of streamlines 
in a plexiglas model filled with sand and drained by a drain tube. Param­
eters correspond with case 3 of Table 3. Time for the pictures are 
(hours + minutes): A = 0 + 15, B = 0 + 45, C = 1 + 15, D = 1 + 45, E = 
2+15, and F = 3 + 15. 
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Fig. 24 - Photographic sequence pictures illustrating the development of streamlines 
in a plexiglas model filled with sand and drained by surface drainage. 
Parameters correspond with case 4 of Table 3. Time for the pictures are 
(hours + minutes): A = 0 + 00, B = 0 + 30, C = 1 + 00, D = 1 + 45, E= 
2+30, and F = 4 + 45. 
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Fig. 25 - Photographic sequence pictures illustrating the development of streamlines 
in a plexiglas model filled with sand and drained by surface drainage. 
Parameters correspond with case 5 of Table 3. Time for the pictures are 
(hours + minutes): A = 0 + 00, B = 0 + 15, C = 0 + 45, D = 1 + 15, E = 
1+30, and F = 2 + 15. 
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points along the slope to illustrate other streamlines. In 
Fig. 22 four needles are placed at points along the slope 
to illustrate the streamlines. No needles are placed at the 
left or right boundaries. 
It is evident from this work that the most water enters 
the drain from the area directly above the drain. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 21 and 23 by the streamline along the 
boundary directly above the drain. The dye reached the tile 
drain in less than one minute after it was introduced at the 
surface. In contrast, it took over five hours for the dye to 
reach the drain when introduced at the surface at the most 
distant point from the drain (top of the slope) in Fig. 21. 
It took approximately 2.5 hours for the dye to reach the 
drain by following the boundary from the top of the slope in 
Fig. 23. The reason for the shorter time in this case as 
compared to Fig. 21 is because of the steeper slope of Fig. 
23 and a greater hydraulic head driving the dye with every­
thing else held constant. 
Fig. 22 illustrates the streamlines for a slope of 3.8 
degrees whereas Fig. 21 and 23 had slopes of 1.9 and 7.0 
degrees respectively. 
The streamlines in Fig. 21, 22, and 23 correspond ap­
proximately to the flow nets presented in B5, C5, and D5 of 
Fig. 9 in part one of this thesis. The central streamline 
in Fig. 23 tends to move upward before it moves down to the 
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drain. In the absence of a drain it would move to the sur­
face. 
Fig. 24 and 25 illustrate the flow patterns of rain­
water through sloping soil bedding during saturated, steady-
state conditons without a tile drain. The boundary con­
ditions for these cases are given by Powers ^  al. (1967) 
(page 6226). Flow nets are given by Fig. 5B and 5C (page 
6235) of Powers ^  s^ . (1967). 
In Fig. 24 and 25 three streamlines are illustrated. 
As is expected the streamline with the shortest distance to 
travel is the one first completed and the one with the lon­
gest distance to travel is the last to be completed on the 
same flow net. 
The effect of slope on the velocity of flow of water 
through the sand is illustrated by Fig. 24 and 25. For case 
4 in Fig. 24 from the time the dye was introduced at the 
highest point on the slope until it reached the lowest point 
on the slope by going along the outer boundary 4.5 hours 
elasped. Compare this with case 5 of Fig. 25. With a 
steeper slope and a longer flow path it took only 3.25 hours 
for the dye to flow along the longest streamline in Fig. 25. 
The reason for this is we have 1/3 more hydraulic head driv­
ing the water in Fig. 25 than we do in Fig. 24. 
By comparing Fig. 24 and 25 with the flow nets of 
Powers et al. (1967) we can see there is good agreement 
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between the mathematically derived flow net and the labora­
tory models. 
Summary and Conclusions 
We illustrated by photographic sequence pictures the 
development of streamlines in a plexiglas model filled with 
sand and drained by a tile drain or by surface drainage. As 
we increased the slope, thus increasing the hydraulic head, 
we demonstrated that the water moves with a greater velocity 
along comparable streamlines. We also illustrated that there 
is satisfactory agreement between the mathematically derived 
flow nets and the laboratory models for the cases studied. 
It should be remembered that these models could be ridges 
and furrows for corn rows or other row crops, especially if 
the model slopes are increased. The models could also be 
applied to a soil bedding system where there would be several 
rows running perpendicular to the slope. On a greatly ex­
panded scale the models could represent the situation of 
slopes leading to river valleys with the river running 
perpendicular to the slope. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis we solve two steady-state water-satU-
rated drainage problems. We solve these problems by use of 
the modified Gram-Schmidt method of Kirkham and Powers (1972). 
First we consider the problem of the seepage of rain­
fall through soil bedding to a tile drain. The tile drain 
is half-embedded in an impermeable barrier located at a 
finite depth below the soil surface. The quantity of water 
flowing through the flow medium into the tile drain is cal­
culated. The minimum rainfall rate needed to keep the soil 
bedding saturated is also calculated. The percent of the 
rainfall that flows through the flow medium to the tile 
drain is determined. By increasing the soil slope, the depth 
to the impermeable barrier, and/or the radius of the tile 
drain, with the tile drain running full with zero back pres­
sure, the quantity of water flowing through the flow medium 
to the tile drain is increased. The rainfall rate needed 
to keep the bedded soil saturated may or may not be increased. 
The flow nets illustrate that the water which enters the 
soil flows to the tile drain and the water does not resur­
face again downslope in certain cases. In other cases water 
may enter the soil upslope and resurface again downslope. 
Next we consider the problem of the seepage of rain­
fall through soil bedding underlain by an impermeable barrier 
at infinity. Constant slope and elliptic shaped soil sur-
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faces are considered. We determine that by changing the 
shape of the soil surface from constant slope to elliptic 
shape the percent of water flowing through the soil is 
greatly increased. From the flow nets we find that water 
enters the soil upslope above a critical point and resur­
faces again downslope to add to surface runoff. The flow 
nets thus illustrate how soluble material that moves with 
the seepage water may be removed from the soil and added to 
surface runoff. 
In the third part of this thesis we illustrate by use 
of dye and photographic sequence the development of stream­
lines in a plexiglas model filled with sand and drained by 
a tile drain or by surface drainage. Only constant slopes 
are considered. As the values of the slope are increased, 
it is demonstrated that the water moves with a greater 
velocity along comparable streamlines. There is good agree­
ment between the mathematically derived streamlines and 
those found in the laboratory models. 
In our mathematical analysis we find that our solutions 
agree with solutions of Kirkham (1947a) and Warrick (1970) 
for special cases. 
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Evaluation of 9(*/E)/3(x/L) of Equation [4] 
In equation [3] of Part I of this thesis we differen­
tiate to find for satisfying [BC 2] 
N-*-a> f 
" il ""Nml: m=l - (w^ /M^ )^ ®] 
-~{(x^  + y^ ) cos[2m cot"^  x/y]} 
w4® 
M^ "[l - (w^ /M^ )^ ®] 
-^ {(x^  + y^ ) cos[2m cot"^  x/y]} [A 1] 
For reference we need formula 512.5 from Dwight (1961) 
(cot'l x/y) = m " y*, (y = const.) [A 2] 
For use in [A 1] we now find some derivatives. 
For the first line of [A 1] we have 
ln[(%2 + y2)l/2/w] - I ln(x2 + y^ ) - |j In w 
1 2x X _ r cos 0 _ cos 6 r. o-. 
' ' 
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For the second line of [A 1] we have 
•|^  (x^  + cos[2m cot"^  x/y] 
= (x^  + y^ )" cos[2m cot~^  x/y] 
+ cos[2m cot"^  x/y] (x^  + y^ )™ [A 4] 
where in [A4] we have 
•|^  cos[2m cot"^  x/y] 
= (-) sin[2m cot"^  x/y] (2m cot"^  x/y) 
= -sin[2m cot"^  x/y] 2m „ a 
y + x^  
= 2m A y—R sin[2m cot"^  x/y] 
y + x^  
= 2m ^  ® sin 2m8 
r^  
= 2m  ^sin 2m8 [A 5] 
and where in [A4] we also have 
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Ij (x^  + y^ )*" = m(x^  + 2% 
= rD(r^ )™~^  2r cos 6 = m r~^  2r cos 6 
. 2r cos e , 2^  j,2m cos 6 
r2 r 
Putting [A 5] and [A 6] in [A 4] we get 
1^  (x^  + cos [2m cot"^  x/y] 
= (x^  + y^ )™ 2m  ^sin 2m0 
+ 2mr^ "  ^cos[2m cot"^  x/y] 
= 2m sin 2m8 
+ 2mr^ " ® cos[2m cot"^  x/y] 
= — [sin 0 sin 2m0 + cos 0 cos 2m0] 
= cos(2m-l)0 = 2mr^ '""^  cos(2m-l)0 
which is the value needed for the second line of [A 
For the third line of [A 1] we write 
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•— {(x^  + cos[2m cot"^  x/y]} 
= (x^  + y^ )"^  "Ij cos[2m cot"^  x/y] 
+ cos 2m[cot"^  x/y] ^  (x^  + y^ )"^ ' [A 8] 
where in [A 8] we have 
j\ — 1 
•gj cos[2m cot" x/y] 
= -sin[2m cot""^  x/y] (2m cot"^  x/y) 
= -sin[2m cot"^  x/y] 2m *  ^o (by use of [A 2]) 
y + 
= 2m sin 2m9 ^  
r 
= 2m sin 2m6 ^   ^
r 
= 2m sin 0 sin 2m6 p 
= 2m  ^sin 2m6 [A 9] 
r 
and where in [A 8] we also have 
& (x^  + y')-
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, 2 ^  2.-m-l 
= -m(x + y ) 
= -m(r2)-n+l 2x 
2r cos 0 
,2m+l 
r 
2m cos 6 
_%m+l 
Putting [A 9] and [A 10] in [A 8] gives 
1^  {(x^  + y^ )"" cos[2m cot"^  x/y]} 
= (x^  + y^ )"™ 2m  ^sin 2me 
+ cos[2m cot  ^x/y] (-2m) gm+I 
r 
We may write [A 11] as 
{(x^  + y^ )~® cos[2m cot"^  x/y]} 
r~^ ® 2m  ^sin 2m6 + cos 2m6 (-2m) 
2m sin 6 sin 2m6 2m cos 0 cos 2m0 
2^m+l j,2m+l 
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' (sin 6 sin 2m6 - cos 6 cos 2m0) 
[-cos (6 + 2m0)] fSm+l 
cos (2m + 1)0 [A 12] 
which is the derivative needed in the third line of [A 1] 
Putting [A 3], [A 7] and [A 12] in [A 1] we get 
8(*/H) 
dX 
= N^O cos 0 
ln(M/w) r 
N-X» 
+ 
m 
.*(w2/M2)2m] C0S(2m-M)e [A 13] 
We may write [A 13] as 
9(*/H) 
3x 
= A (1/r) cos 0 
N^O ln(M/w) 
N-X» 
1 r, 2m cos(2m-l)6 
p. _ (w2/M2)2m| r 
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+ 2m -i- c°s(2m+l)e' 
M^ "[l - (w /M^ )^ ™]  ^
= A (cos e)/r 
N^O ln(M/w) 
+ (w^ /Mr)^ " 208(20^ 1)8} 14] 
where 
Yjn = 1 -
We may make x in [A 14] dimensionless and hence make 
the left and right of [A 14] dimensionless (multiply both 
sides of [A 14] by L and rearrange to find) 
a(*/H) 
3(x/L) 
 ^^ NO ln(M/w) r ® 
+ Z A 7 [(r/M)2m cos(2m-l)e 
m=l ^ 
+ (w^ /Mr)^ ® cos(2m+l)8] [A 15] 
which is equation [4] of the body of the thesis. 
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Introduction of s 
To get the proper values of r and 6 for use in [6] and 
[7] some additional lengths, and in particular a length co­
ordinate s, needs to be added to Fig. 2 and these are shown 
in Fig. 26. The added coordinate is s, measured along 
BCDEFGJ. Along BF we denote s by s^  and along FG we denote 
s by Sg. The origin for measurement of s is point B. 
When r extends to the boundary BCDEF as at point C, we 
denote the value of r by and its angle with OB as 6^ . 
When r extends to the boundary FGJ as at point G, we denote 
the value of r by Rg and its angle with OB as Bg. 
We shall need R^  and 8^  in terms of s^ ; and, shall need 
also Rg and 0g in terms of Sg. 
From Fig. 26 we have the relation 
tan 6^  = s^ /L [B 1] 
or 
0^  = arctan (s^ /L) [B 2] 
and from Fig. 26 we similarly have 
R^  = (L^  + [B 3] 
Thus [B 1] and [B 3] give us 8^  and R^  in terms of s^ . 
To get 8^  and Rg in terms of Sg we consider a point G. 
The S (= Sg) coordinate of point G is given by 
Fig. 26 - Additional geometry for Fig. 2 (characteristic points are, in general, not 
labelled the same as in Fig. 2). 
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Sg = b + FG 
— b + o ~ JG [B 4] 
From the figure we have 
tan @2 ~ AG/OA [B 5] 
and have 
Rg = AG^ + ÔÂ^ [B 6] 
where from the figure we see the relations 
AG = d + IG 
= d + JG sin a 
= d + (b + a - s2)sin a [B 7] 
and have 
OA = JI 
= L - GE 
— L — (Sg — b)cos ct [B 8] 
Putting [B 7] and [B 8] in [B 5] we find 
d + (b + a - S2)sin a 
®2 " L - (Sg - b)cos a [B 9] 
or 
d + (b + a - sg)sin a 
0o = arctan 2 - ctxouctu L - (s, - b)cos a [B 10] 
and putting [B 7] and [B 8] in [B 6] we find 
Rg = {[d + (b + a - Sg)8in a]^  + [L - (S2 - b)cos 
[B 11] 
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In [B 7] we have, from the figure, the relation 
a = [L^  + (b - d)2]l/2 [B 12] 
The values of sin a and cos a of [B 10] and [B 11] are 
seen from Fig. 26 to be given by 
sin a = —s  ^ —^o 1 /o [B 13] 
2 + (b - d)2lV2 [L 
COS a = s rt n /r> [B 14] 
[L^  + (b - d)^ ]l/2 
Also from Fig. 26 we have 
M = (L^  + b2)l/2 [B 15] 
We need to get Sg and Eg of [B 10] and [B 11] in shorter 
form. 
We may write [B 10] as 
d + (b + a)sin a - Sg sin a 
02 = arctw, L + b cos a - Sg cos a 1®' 
And we may write [B 11] as 
2 Rg = {[d + (b + a)sin o - Sg sin a] + 
[L + b cos a - Sg cos [B 17] 
We define 6 by 
6 = d + (b + a)sin a [B 18] 
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and X by 
A = L + b cos a [B 19] 
We put [B 18] and [B 19] in [B 16] and get 
6 - Sg sin a 
02(s) E 02 = arctan ^  - s„ cos a 
We put [B 18] and [B 19] in [B 17] and get 
RgCs) = Rg = [(6 - Sg sin a)^  + (X - Sg cos 
[B 21] 
From [B 20] and [B 21] we find 
RgSin 02 = [(6 - Sg sin a)^  + (X - Sg cos 
6 - Sg sin a 
[(6 - Sg sin a)^  + (X - Sg cos o)^ ]!/^  
which simplifies immediately to 
Rg sin Og = 6 - Sg sin a [B 22] 
We now rewrite a quantity (L/R^ ) cos 0^  as 
 ^ L cos(arctan s^ /L) 
H ° (l2 + 
L/(s," + l2)V2 
° f® 231 
Which simplifies to 
I L2 
 ^cos 6, = —5 K [B 24] 
1^ 1 + s/ 
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4. Values of the used for the cases 
reported in Table 1 
Values of the for Cases Indicated 
A1 B1 CI 
1.017169 0.927513 0.843732 
-0.726956 -0.271386 0.108098 
3.196846 1.528601 0.18 5 289 
-9.800317 -4.794891 -0. 794895 
20.523620 9.634728 0.902231 
-30.984420 -13.887730 
-0.116621 
33.196360 14.045980 -1.461853 
-24.713130 -9.704227 2.525522 
12.285710 4.399699 -2.067767 
-3.714236 -1.194693 0.884379 
0.523734 0.149502 -0.161007 
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Table 4 - continued 
Values of for Cases Indicated 
m D1 El 
0 0-800453 0.718481 
1 0.294584 0,634226 
2 -0.466009 -1.639126 
3 1.140986 4.622856 
4 -3.337955 -10.985890 
3 6.591644 18.724220 
6 -9.042141 -22.791510 
7 8.525786 19.443060 
8 -5.252769 -11.065680 
9 1.911809 3.792306 
10 -0.314921 -0.597330 
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Table 4 - continued 
m 
Values of A for Cases 
nm 
Indicated 
A2 B2 C2 
0 1 .350373 1.470665 1. 727374 
1 -4 .148978 -5.264021 -7. 748917 
2 36 .810070 46.339810 68. 78462 0 
3 -226 .415300 -284.820500 -432. 313400 
4 923 .974100 1160.476000 1808. 097000 
5 -2508 .501000 -3138.769000 -5030. 882000 
6 4513 .835000 5604.300000 9251. 449000 
7 —5156 .191000 -6296.035000 -10685. 960000 
8 3112 .025000 3618.619000 6169. 402000 
9 149 .020900 435.673500 1353. 630000 
10 -1752 .923000 -2221.195000 -5196. 507000 
ii 1109 .729000 1181.295000 3511. 988000 
12 -27 .9 54020 223.696400 -489. 655700 
13 -281 .678900 -507.507000 -604. 266100 
14 131 .955100 214.236200 339. 812700 
15 -19 .915190 -31.541620 -56. 587320 
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Table 4 - continued 
Values of for Cases Indicated 
m D2 E2 F2 
0 1.344881 1.308734 1.239532 
1 -2.314547 -1.339517 -3.158664 
2 13.687580 5.071144 28.900800 
3 -69.648740 -19.485180 -182.808700 
4 268.567300 65.513220 772.419400 
5 -750.052400 -177.859800 -2187.250000 
6 1489.854000 372.311700 4143.953000 
7 -2060.209000 -581.943800 -5067.519000 
8 1881.401000 649.876400 3444.770000 
9 -961.080000 -467.109100 -238.466700 
10 48.015620 131.507700 -1747.900000 
11 254.766100 121.647300 1419.280000 
12 -115.515600 -170.662100 -295.312200 
13 -20.474760 97.373470 -190.095300 
14 29.077710 -28.890480 124.772300 
15 -6.450875 3.653189 -21.846460 
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Table 4 - continued 
m 
Values of A„ for Cases Nm Indicated 
A3 B3 C3 
0 1.085844 1.119793 1.183417 
1 -0.279143 -0.370571 -0.542620 
2 0.436198 0.630027 0.992341 
3 -0.393791 -0.938416 -1.941789 
4 -1.509116 0.130042 3.094563 
5 9.039873 4.441195 -3.745955 
6 -27.386410 -16.417050 2.875431 
7 56.705300 35.417920 -1.686933 
8 -85.224500 -52.308670 4.700999 
9 94.295590 54.264120 -14.771740 
10 -76.237480 -38.457380 26.520370 
il 43.861310 16.730970 -29.861220 
12 -16.997000 -2.641295 21.997140 
13 3.945625 -1.346480 -10.428530 
14 -0.391177 0.826970 2.917905 
15 -0.009936 -0.142328 -0.369630 
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Table 4 - continued 
Values of for Cases Indicated 
m D3 E3 F3 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.158300 
-0.872572 
3.543559 
-13.511390 
44.362030 
-117.386100 
236.563700 
-343.579300 
319.939400 
-102.724500 
-193.175800 
355.205000 
-302.951100 
152.584100 
-43.778160 
5.569598 
1.165423 
-3.209617 
30.000330 
-186.646000 
780.176500 
-2214.451000 
4290.335000 
-5568.761000 
4480.265000 
-1592.447000 
-603.479700 
790.445300 
-58.540060 
-267.730900 
150.703500 
-26.881630 
1.051517 
-0.186907 
0.237916 
0.189018 
-3.404660 
14.847320 
-42.436210 
88.089750 
-136.780000 
160.234000 
-141.124700 
92.109680 
-43.285330 
13.881160 
-2.728223 
0.249024 
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Table 4 - continued 
m 
Values of for Cases Indicated 
A4 B4 , C4 
0 1.012726 1.033800 1.071811 
1 -0.086955 -0.135885 -0.224743 
2 -0.040969 0.025726 0.145194 
3 0.335279 0.195793 -0.051542 
4 -1.723322 -1.394028 -0.819444 
5 5.665760 4.891292 3.555501 
6 -14.281550 -12.662930 -9.893860 
7 28.40541 0 25.565060 20.736230 
8 -44.693430 -40.622320 -33.736610 
9 55.468500 50.778740 42.881860 
10 -53.810180 -49.531260 -42.354230 
11 40.086120 37.053280 31.983060 
12 -22.238840 -20.619430 -17.919080 
13 8.704971 8.087526 7.059621 
14 -2.161735 -2.010470 -1.758785 
15 0.258911 0.240781 0.210592 
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Table 4 - continued 
Values of A» for Cases Indicated 
m D4 E4 
0 0.990843 0.851833 
1 -0.036395 -0.722978 
2 -0.110577 9.212688 
3 0.481935 -55.873090 
4 -2.073561 224.309400 
5 6.496373 -618.176200 
6 -16.027800 1186.708000 
7 31.483580 -1580.244000 
6 -49.121700 1400.204000 
9 60.585860 -708.649400 
10 -58.492080 45.663000 
11 43.412270 190.065200 
12 -24.018060 -110.874900 
13 9.384162 11.108220 
14 -2.328209 10.290980 
15 0.278857 -2.946888 
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Table 4 - continued 
m 
Values of A^  ^for Cases Indicated 
AS B5 C5 
0 0.902726 1.019947 1.177358 
I -0.535358 -1.210893 -1.989572 
2 4.106555 9.448939 14.211010 
3 -14.883610 -50.008480 -76.772810 
4 34.854810 190.985100 300.122500 
5 -55.645670 -526.632300 -835.148400 
6 61.019680 1051.539000 1649.864000 
7 -45.923330 -1514.559000 -2293.176000 
8 23.019010 1527.754000 2167.542000 
9 -7.002428 -971.089100 -1256.409000 
10 0.985452 206.819000 273.006800 
11 268.908400 160.754500 
12 -317.313400 -124.569300 
13 165.685800 13.073000 
14 -45.896820 13.017120 
15 5.471663 -3.757627 
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Table 4 - continued 
Values of for Cases Indicated 
m D5 E5 F5 
0 1.405822 1.6C8399 0.856113 
1 -3.116755 -4.489420 -0.237186 
2 21.235580 30.623550 2.588461 
3 -117.603100 -171.722600 -9.266125 
4 471.342000 697.163000 20.752800 
5 -1322.383000 -1980.054000 -31.529230 
6 2553.952000 3870.403000 32.809230 
7 -3275.488000 -5027.605000 -23.595580 
8 2487.143000 3876.950000 11.521650 
9 -566.929100 -906.892000 -3.505415 
10 -810.649900 -1327.636000 0.505737 
11 768.294900 1368.836000 
12 -116.100800 -362.452600 
13 -180.180400 -175.176100 
14 110.210200 138.270400 
15 -20.159140 -26.859340 
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Table 5. Values of the and used for 
the cases reported in Table 2 
m 
Values of the Ajj^  for Cases Indicated 
A6(A^ )^ B6(Amm) CGCAmm) 
0 0.016205 0.032284 0.047296 
1 -0.014094 -0.030237 -0.047664 
2 -0.000468 -0.002152 -0.005346 
3 -0.001762 -0.004396 -0.008228 
4 -0.000251 -0.001312 -0.003735 
5 -0.000723 -0.002164 -0.004999 
6 -0.000182 -0.001095 -0.003631 
7 -0.000424 -0.001559 -0.004511 
6 -0.000151 -0.001049 -0.004102 
9 -0.000298 -0 .001360 -0.004932 
10 -0.000134 -0.001087 -0.005042 
11 -0.000233 -0.001328 -0.005975 
12 -0.000124 -0.001180 -0.006478 
13 -0.000196 -0.001383 -0.007569 
14 -0.000118 -0.001304 -0.008321 
15 -0.000172 -0.0C1469 -0.009350 
16 -0.000112 -0.001392 -0.009736 
17 -0.000152 -0.001443 -0.009569 
18 -0.000097 -0.001183 -0.007737 
19 -0.000112 -0.000847 -0.004575 
20 -0.000018 -0.000200 -0.001150 
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Table 5 - continued 
m 
Values of the or for Cases Indicated 
A8(Cmn) B8(Cmn) 
0 0.033779 0.022855 0.045354 
1 -0.027033 -0.014262 -0.031371 
2 0.001316 -0.006551 -0.016104 
3 -0.000900 -0.004033 -0.011034 
4 0.001983 -0.002654 -0.008072 
5 0.000692 -0.001698 -0.005751 
6 0.001161 -0.000951 -0.003620 
7 C.000030 -0.000339 -0.001521 
8 -0.000059 0.000167 0.000584 
9 -0.000784 0.000574 0.002663 
10 -0.000655 0.000883 0.004642 
11 -0.000751 0.001090 0.006414 
12 -0.000224 0.001197 0.007856 
13 0.000064 0.001205 0.008843 
14 0.000594 O.OC1125 0.009265 
15 0.000690 0.000971 0.009051 
16 0.000749 0.000764 0.008187 
17 0.000393 0.000532 0.006739 
18 0.000139 0.000306 0.004871 
19 -0.000114 0.OCO12O 0.002857 
20 0.000032 0.000008 0.001079 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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5 - continued 
Values of the for Cases Indicated 
C8(Cn„) A9(C^ )^ B9(C^ )^ 
0.066115 0.024294 0.048661 
-0.050617 -0.011381 -0.024566 
-0.028829 -0.003712 -0.008978 
-0.021832 -0.001352 -0.003806 
-0.017656 -0.000259 -0.001104 
-0.013966 0.000291 0.000508 
-0.0C9908 0.000533 0.001441 
-0.005077 0.000578 0.00 1 861 
0.000708 0.000497 0.001876 
0.007438 0.000345 0.001579 
0.014907 0.000167 0.001075 
0.022684 O.OCOOOO 0.000474 
0.030115 -0.000130 -0.000113 
0.036347 -0.000208 -0.000592 
0.040418 -0.000230 -O.OOC893 
0.041415 -0.000203 -0.000989 
0.038716 -0.0C0142 -0.00C897 
0.032286 -0.000067 -0.000672 
0.022991 -O.OCOOOO -0.000399 
0.012743 0.000040 -0.000165 
0.004259 0.000041 -0.000031 
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Table 5 - continued 
m 
Values of the for Cases Indicated 
C9(C^ )^ D9(CHm) S9(CNm) 
0 0.071606 0.050474 0.053670 
1 -0.038992 -0.020961 -0.014991 
2 -0.015878 -0.005578 -0.000961 
3 -0.007718 -0.000949 0.001563 
4 -0.002962 0.000886 0.001201 
5 0.000354 0.001416 0.000154 
6 0.002735 0.001225 -0.000570 
7 0.004309 0.000685 -0.000642 
8 0.005103 0.000089 -0.000227 
9 0.005147 -0.000344 0.000278 
10 0.004523 -0.000480 0.000537 
11 0.003383 -0.000294 0.000462 
12 0.001948 0.000142 0.000214 
13 0.000479 0.000685 0.000039 
14 -0.000767 0.001168 0.000090 
15 -0.001588 0.0C1450 0.000323 
16 -0.001887 0.001461 0.000557 
17 -0.001703 0.001218 0.000618 
18 -0.001199 0.000821 0.000472 
19 -0.000617 0.000412 0.000230 
20 -0.000181 0.000120 0.000050 
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Table 6. Values of x^ , Xg and Xg associated with Q^ /(KL) 
of Table 1 
Case Q^ /(KL) Xg Xg 
E4 0.0023 0.250 0.660 0.86 
A5 0.0015 0.330 0.490 0.67 
B5 0.0005 0.515 0.625 0.71 
C5 0.0005 0.500 0.620 0.70 
E5 0.0004 0.490 0.590 0.66 
F5 0.0015 0.330 0.520 0.72 
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C ******************************************************** 
C 
C PROGRAM NO. 1 FOR TILE DRAIN 
C PROBLEM OF PART ONE 
C ******************************************************** 
c 
C TO COMPUTE ANM'S FOR ALL CASES REPORTED IN PART ONE 
C NEED ONLY TO CHANGE VALUES FOR PI,B,D 
C EL,WW,H,HH, IN BLOCK DATA SUBROUTINE 
C PI=3.14159 
C B= BC OF FIG, 2 
C D= OD OF FIG. 2 
C L= OB OF FIG. 2 
C WW= OE OF FIG. 2 
C H= OB* OF FIG. 2 
C HH= H OF FIG. 2 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION U (21) ,C(20) ,D(21),G(21),RJ(210),A(21) 
COMMON /SFUM/ Si (257),S2 (257) 
COMMON /FFF*/ F1 (257) ,F2 (257) 
COMMON /UMWUMN/ UM1 (257,21) , nM2 (257, 21 ) 
COMMON /ANGS/ BESEHS,IERTH 
COMMON /DEGEAD/ PINIBO 
1000 FORMAT(////50X,3HN =,I3//) 
IEETH=0 
PI=3.141592653589793 
PIN180=180.ODO/PI 
CALL STEP 
CALL PARM 
CALL SUBS 
CALL FCT 
CALL FF(BESRHS) 
NHAX=16 
KA=NMAX 
KAM1 = NHAX-1 
KADIAG=(KA»KAM1) /2 
DO 30 M=1,NMAX 
NCAPP1=M 
CALL SUBW(W,M) 
CALL UMN(U,M) 
N0=M-1 
WRITE(6,1000) NO 
CALL ORTH(U,W,C,D,G,RJ, A, NCAPP 1, KA, KAM1, KA DIAG, BESL 
*HS,IER ) 
IF(IER. EQ.O. AND. lERTH. EQ.O) GO TO 25 
CALL ERROR(lEEflERTH) 
25 CALL OUTPUT(A,BESLHS,BESRHS,M) 
30 CONTINUE 
WRITE (7,7000) (A (K) , K=1,NMAX) 
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7000 F0RMAT(3D25.16) 
STOP 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SDBRODTINE STEP 
IMPLICIT aEAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /BLK1/ IP1,IP2 
COMMON /BLK2/ SL1,SL2,501,502 
COMMON /BLK/ H1,H2,NDiai,NDIM2,NBISl,NBI52 
COMMON /OMPAB/ PI, B, D, EL,WW,H,HH 
SL1=O.ODO 
S01 = B 
SL2=B 
SU2=B+DSQaT ( (EL*EL) • ( (B-D) * (B-D) ) ) 
NDIM1=2**IP1+1 
NDIM2=2**IP2+1 
NBIS1=NDIM1-1 
NBIS2=NDIM2-1 
H1=(SDI-SLI)/NBISI 
H2=(SU2-SL2) /NBIS2 
BETOBN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE ERROR{1ER,lEBTH) 
1000 FORMAT(///50X,'•**»* WARNING *****') 
1100 FORMAT(/10X,'NO FURTHER COMPUTATIONS ARE CARRIED OUT') 
1200 FOEMAT(10X,«BEYOND THE LAST VALUE OF N BECAUSE OF ERR 
• ORRS. •) 
1300 FORMAT(/10X,'THE ERROR PARAMETERS ARE :•) 
2000 FORMAT(//BOX,SHIER =,I3,30X,7HIERTH =,I3) 
WRITE (6,1000) 
WRITE (6,1100) 
WRITE(6,1200) 
WBITE(6,1300) 
WBITE(6,2000) IER,IEBTH 
STOP 
END 
C 
c 
c 
SUBBOUTINE ORTH(U,W,C,D,G,0,A,NCAPP1,KA,KAMI,KADIAG, 
1BESLHS,IER) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
REAL»8 J (KADIAG) ,JTEHP 
DIMENSION U (KA) ,C(KAM1) ,D(KA) ,G(KA),A(KA) 
IF(NCAPPI-I) 1,2,2 
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1 IER=1 
RETURN 
2 IF(NCAPPI-KA) 4,4,3 
3 IEB=2 
RETURN 
a IF(KA-I-KAMI) 5,6,5 
5 IER=3 
RETURN 
6 IF((KA*KAM1)/2-KADIAG) 7,8,7 
7 IER=4 
RETURN 
8 CONTINUE 
IER=0 
NCAP = NCAPP1-1 
NCAPM1 = NCAP-1 
IF(NCAPMI) 10,20,30 
10 D(1) = U(1) 
G(1) = W 
E = G(1)/D(1) 
A(1) = E 
UANG = U(1) 
DANG = D(1) 
BESLHS = E*E*DANG 
CALL ANGLES(BESLHS,DANG,UANG,H,1ER) 
RETURN 
20 C(1) = U(1)/D(1) 
D(2) = U(2)-C(1)*C(1)*D(1) 
G(2) = H-C(1)»G(1) 
E = G{2)/D(2) 
J(1) = C(1) 
A(1) = A(1)-E»J(1) 
A(2) = E 
UANG = U(2) 
DANG = D{2) 
BESLHS = BESLHS + E*E*DANG 
CALL ANGLES(BESLHS,DANG,UANG,W,1ER) 
RETURN 
30 C(l) = U(1) /D(1) 
NFORJ = 0 
DO 120 N = 2,NCAP 
CTEMP = U(N) 
NM1 = N-1 
DO 110 NN = 1,NH1 
NFORJ = NFORJ+1 
110 CTEMP = CTEaP-U(NN)*J(NFORJ) 
120 C(N) = CTEMP/D (N) 
DTEMP = U(NCAPPI) 
GTEMP = W 
DO laO N = 1,NCAP 
CTEMP = C(N) 
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DTEMP = DTEHP-CTEMP»CTEHP*D(N) 
140 GTEBP = GTEMP-CTEHP+G (N) 
D(NCAPPI) = DTEMP 
G(NCiPPI) = GTEHP 
E = GTEMP/DTEMP 
NSTART = 0 
DO 180 N = 1,NCAPM1 
JTEMP = C(N) 
NSTART = NSTART+N 
NFORJ = NSTART 
NP1 = N+1 
DO 170 NN = NPIfNCAP 
JTEMP = JTEMP-C(NN) *J (NFORJ) 
170 NFORJ = NFORJ+NN-1 
J (NFORJ) = JTEMP 
180 A(N) = A(N)-E*JTEMP 
NFORJ = NFORJ+1 
J(NFOBJ) = C(NCAP) 
A(NCAP) = A(NCAP)-E*J(NFORJ) 
A(NCAPPI) = E 
UANG = U(NCAPPI) 
DANG = D(NCAPPI) 
BESLHS = BESLHS + E*E*DANG 
CALL ANGLES(BESLHS,DANG,UANG,1ER) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE ANGLES(BESLHS,DANG,UANG,H,1ER) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /ANGS/ BESRHS,IEflTH 
COMMON /DEGRAD/ PIN180 
1000 FORMATC BESSEL"S INEQ. : ' , 1PD22. 15, • <• , 1PD22. 15, 
1 ', D(N),U(N,N),*(N) =• , 1P3D17. 10) 
2000 FORMATC lERTH =',I2,', 1ER =',I2, 
1', ANGBES, ANGNEW,AMGTGO =•,0P3F15.10) 
HÔITE (6,1000) BESLHS,BESRHS,DANG,OANG,H 
lERTH = 0 
IF (BESLHS. LT.O. DO) GO TO 10 
IF(BESLHS.GT.BESRHS) GO TO 20 
ANGBES = DARCOS(DSQRT(BESLHS/BESRHS) ) •PINIBO 
IF(DANG.GT.OANG) GO TO 30 
IF(DANG.LT.O.DO) GO TO 40 
ANGNEW = DARCOS(DSQRT(1.D0-DANG/UANG) ) •PINIBO 
IF(UANG.LT.O.DO) GO TO 50 
ANGTGO = DSQRT (BESRHS*DANG) 
IF(DABS (W) .GT. ANGTGO) GOTO 60 
GO TO 70 
10 lERTH = lERTH + 1 
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ANGTGO = DABCOS(W/ANGTGO)*PIN180 
20 IBRTH = lERTH + 1 
+ 1 
+ 1 
+ 1 
+ 1 
30 lERTH = lEPTH 
aO lERTH = lEHTH 
50 lERTH = lERTH 
60 lERTH = lERTH 
70 WRITE(6,2000) 
RETURN 
END 
lERTH,1ER,ANGBES,&NGNEW,ANGTGO 
C 
C 
C 
SUBRODTINE FARM 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /BLK2/ SL1,SL2,SU1,SU2 
COMMON /BLK/ H 1,H2,NDIM1,NDIM2,NBIS1,NBIS2 
COMMON /UMPAR/ PI, B, D, EL, WW, H, HH 
1000 FORMAT(IHI) 
2000 FORMAT(///50X,*T I T L E') 
3000 FORMAT(6F13.4) 
3500 FORMAT(//7X,'FIRST INTERVAL*) 
3600 FORMAT (//7X,»SECOND INTERVAL') 
4000 FORMAT(//10X, 
X'THE FOLLOWING VALUES WERE USED FOR THIS PROBLEM :•) 
5000 FORMAT(/15X,29HLOWER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL =,F5.2) 
5100 FORMAT(/15X,29HUPPER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL =,F5.2) 
5200 F0RMAT(/15X, 
X45HSTEP SIZE USED IN THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION =,D22.15) 
5300 FORMAT(/15X,38HNDMBER OF BISECTIONS OF THE INTERVAL =,I4) 
WRITE (6, 1000) 
WRITE(6, 2000) 
WRITE (6, 3000) E,D,EL 
WRITE(6, 4000) 
WRITE (6, 3500) 
WRITE(6, 5000) SL1 
WRITE (6, 5100) SU1 
WRITE(6, 5200) HI 
WRITE (6, 5300) NBIS1 
WRITE(6, 360 0) 
WRITE (6, 5000) SL2 
WRITE(6, 5100) SU2 
WRITE (6, 5200) H2 
WRITE(6, 5300) NBIS2 
WRITE (6, 1000) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE SOBS 
153 I 
IMPLICIT fiEAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /BLK2/ SL1,SL2,S0l,S02 
COMMON /BLK/ H1,H2,NDIM1,NDIM2,NBIS1,NBIS2 
COMMON /SFDM/ Si (257),52(257) 
C 
DO 1 J=1,NDIM1 
1 S1(J)=SL1+(J-1)*H1 
C 
DO 2 J=1,NDIM2 
2 S2(J)=SL2+(J-1)»H2 
C 
R2TDRN 
END 
C 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE FCT 
IMPLICIT SEAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /BLK/ H1,H2,NDIM1,NDIM2,NBIS1,NBIS2 
COMMON /SFUa/ SI (257),52 (257) 
COMMON /FFFW/ F1 (257) , F2 (257) 
COMMON /UMPAR/ PI,B,D,EL,WW,H,HH 
C 
DO 1 J=1,NDIM1 
1 F1(J)=0.0D0 
C 
DO 2 J=1,NDIM2 
BB=B-D 
ELL=DSQRT ( (EL*EL) + (BB»BB) ) 
2 F2 (J) = (Df ( (B + ELL) » (BB/ELL) ) - (S2 (J) * (BB/ELL) )-H) /HH 
C 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE FF(BESRHS) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /BLK/ H 1,H2,NDIM1,NDIM2,NBIS1,NBIS2 
COMMON /FFFW/ F1 (257) , F2 (257) 
COMMON /FFWUMN/ Y(257) ,Z (257) 
C 
DO 1 J=1,NDIM1 
1 Y (J)=F1 (J) *F1 (J) 
CALL bQSF(Hl,Y,Z,NDIfl1) 
BESRHS=Z(NDIM1) 
C 
DO 2 J=1,NDIM2 
2 Y(J)=F2(J)*F2(J) 
CALL DQSF (H2,Y,Z,NDIM2) 
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BESHHS=BESHHS + Z (NDIM2) 
C 
HETDHN 
END 
C 
SUBROUTINE SUBW(W,M) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /BLK/ H 1,H2,NDIH1,NDIM2,NBISl ,NBIS2 
COMMON /FFFW/ F1 (257) ,F2 (257) 
COMMON /UMWUMN/ UM1 (257,21) ,UM2(257, 21) 
COMMON /FFWUMN/ Y (257) ,Z (257) 
CALL UflFCT(M) 
DO 1 J=1,NDIM1 
1 Y(J)=DM1 (J,M)»F1 (J) 
CALL DQSF(H1,Y,Z,NDIH1) 
W=Z(NDIH1) 
DO 2 J=1,NDIM2 
2 Y(J)=UM2 (J,M)*F2(J) 
CALL DQSF(H2,Y,Z,NDIM2) 
W=W+Z (NDIM2) 
RETURN 
END 
c 
SUBBODTINE DMN (U,M) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION U{M) 
COMMON /BLK/ H 1,H2,NDIM1,NDIM2,NBIS1,NBIS2 
COMMON /UMWUMN/ UM1 (257,21),UM2 (257,21) 
COMMON /FFWUMN/ Y (257),Z(257) 
C 
DO 6 N=1,M 
C 
DO 1 J=1,NDIM1 
1 Y (J) =UM1 (J,M) *UH1 (J,N) 
CALL DQSF(H1,Y,Z,NDIH1) 
U(N)=Z(NDIM1) 
C 
DO 2 J=1,NDIM2 
2 Y(J)=UM2(J,M)*DH2(J,N) 
CALL DQSF(H2,Y,Z,NDIM2) 
U (N)=U (N)fZ (NDIM2) 
C 
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6 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE UMFCT(M) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /SFUM/ Si (257) , S2 (257) 
COMMON /UMHUMN/ UM1 (257,21),UM2 (257,21) 
COMMON /UMPAH/ PI,B,D,EL,WH,H,HH 
COMflON /BLK/ H1,H2,NDIM1,NDIM2,NBIS1,NBIS2 
C 
EM=M-1 
C 
C1=(EL*EL) + (B*B) 
C2=DSQRT (Cl) 
C3=DL0G (C2/WW) 
C0=2,0D0*EM 
C 
DO 10 J=1,NDIM1 
C 
IF(EM.LE.O.ODO) GO TO 8 
C4=DATAN (SI (J) /EL) 
C5= ( (EL»EL) + (S 1 (J) *S1 (J) ) ) 
C6=DSQRT(C5) 
C7=DC0S ( ( (2. ODO*EM)-1.0D0) *CH) 
E7=DC0S( ((2.ÛD0»EM) +1.0D0) *C4) 
C8=(WW*WW)/(C2*C6) 
C9=C8**C0 
C10=1.0D0-(((WW*WW)/C1) **C0) 
C11= (C0*EL)/(C10»C6) 
C12=( (C6/C2) »*C0)*C7 
C13=C9*E7 
GO TO 9 
8 UM1(J,M)=(EL*EL) /(C3*((EL*EL) + (S1 (J)*S1(J)))) 
GO TO 10 
9 UM1 (J,M)=C11* (C12+C13) 
C 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
D1= (EL*EL) + ( (B-D) * (B-D) ) 
D2=DSQRT (D1) 
SINA=(B-D) /D2 
C0SA=EL/D2 
DO 20 J=1,NDIM2 
C 
D3=B+D2-S2(J) 
D4=(D3*SINA)+D 
D5=D4*D4 
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D6=S2{J)-B 
D7=b6*C0SA 
D8=EL-D7 
D9=D8*D8 
D10=D5+D9 
D11=DSQBT(D10) 
IF(EH,LE.O.ODO) GO TO 18 
D12=DATAN(D4/D8) *C0 
D13=DC0S(D12) 
D14=C10 
D15=(D11/C2) »»C0 
D16= (MW*W»)/(C2»D11) 
D17=D16**C0 
D18=(D15-D17) *D13 
D19=D18/D14 
GO TO 19 
18 UH2 (J,«)=DLOG {D1 1/WM)/C3 
GO TO 20 
19 0M2(J,M)=D19 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT (A, BESLHS, BESRHS,M) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
HEAL+U XSIZE,YSIZE,XSr,XMIN,YSF,YMIN 
DIMENSION A(21),BES(21),BESN(21) ,XX(65) 
COMMON /UMWUMN/ UM1(257,21),UM2(257,21) 
COMMON /FFF9/ F1 (257) , F2 (257) 
COMMON /SFUH/ Si (257) , S2 (257) 
COMMON /FFWUMN/ Y(257) ,Z (257) 
COMMON /ELK/ H 1,H2,NDIM1,NDIM2,NBIS1,NBIS2 
COMMON /OMPAR/ PI,B,D,EL,WW,H,HH 
500 FORMAT(/2X,5HA'S ,07Dl6.7/(' •,6X,07D16.7)) 
1000 FORMAT (/15X,27HN0fiHALIZED BESSEL'S INEQ. =,F8.5) 
2000 F0RMAT(//11X,14HS - COORDINATE,15X,10HVALOE OF F,15X 
•,15HAPP. VALUE 
1 OF F/) 
3000 FORMAT(F24.6,F25.6,P27.6) 
4000 FORMAT(////35X,•N«,12HBESSEL«S LHS,lOX,18HN0RM. BESS 
•EL'S LHS, 10X,18HNORM. BESSEL'S LHS/) 
5000 FORMAT(35X,12,15X,F10.5,10X,F10.5) 
6000 FORMAT(IHI) 
7000 FORMAT(3D25.16) 
WRITE (6,500) (A(K),K=1,M) 
BES(M)=BESLHS 
BESM(H) = BESLHS/BESRHS 
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WRITE (6,1000) BESN(M) 
N0=M-1 
IF (MOD(NO,5) .EQ.O.OR.NO.EQ.1) GO TO 1 
GO TO 50 
1 CONTINUE 
XX(1)=0.0D0 
XX{2) =8 
XX (3) =B 
XX (4) =DSQRT { (EL*EL) + ( (B-D) * (B-D) ) ) +B 
Z(1) =0.0D0 
Z(2)=0.0D0 
Z (3) = (B-H) /HH 
Z (4)= (D-H) /HH 
XSIZE=10.51 
YSIZE=4.01 
XSF=0.0 
XMIN=0.0 
ysF=o.o 
YMIN=0.0 
ISYM=0 
M0DE=4 
NPTS=-4 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,Z,ISYM,MODE,XSIZE,YSIZE,XSP,XMIN 
*,YSF,YHIN, 
»' ;') 
1=1 
M3=16 
NPTS1=NBIS1/H3+1 
DO 2 J=1,NDIM1,M3 
Z (J) =0.0D0 
DO 3 K=1,M 
3 Z(J)=Z(J)+A(K)*0M1(J,K) 
Z(I) =Z(J) 
Y(I)=F1(J) 
XX(I)=S1 (J) 
1 = 1 + 1  
2 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,2000) 
WRITE (6,3000) (XX (J) , Y (J) ,Z (J) , J= 1, NPTS 1) 
NPTS=-NPTS1 
ISYM=1 
M0DE=7 
CALL GRAPHS(NPTS,XX,Z,ISYM,MODE,' ;•) 
1=1  
M3=8 
NPTS2=NBIS2/M3+1 
DO 4 J=1,NDIM2,H3 
Z (J) =0.0DO 
DO 5 K=1,M 
5 Z(J)=Z(J)+A(K) •UM2(J,K) 
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Z(I) =Z(J) 
Yd) =F2 (J) 
XX(I)=S2(J) 
1=1+1 
4 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,3000) (XX(J),Y(J),Z(J),J=1,NPTS2) 
NPTS=-NPTS2 
CALL GRAPHS(NPTS,XX,Z,ISYM,MODE,' ;•) 
IF (NO. NE.20) GO TO 50 
HRITE(6,6000) 
HRITE(6,4000) 
DO 6 K=1,M 
KK=K-1 
WRITE(6,5000) KK,BES(K) ,BESN (K) 
6 CONTINUE 
tfRITE(6,7000) (A(K),K=1,M) 
1=1 
DO 7 K=6,M 
XX(I) = 1.0D0/(I+a) 
Z (I) =BES(K) 
1=1+ 1 
7 CONTINUE 
XSIZE=2.01 
YSIZE=1.01 
NPTS = -(M-5) 
ISYM=13 
M0DE=3 
XSF=0.0 
YSF=0.0 
XHIN=0.0 
YHIN=0.G 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,Z,ISYM,MODE,XSIZE,YSIZE,XSF,XMIN, 
lYSF.YMIN, 
* '  
XX(1) =0.0D0 
Z(1)=BESRHS 
ISYM=3 
MODE=0 
NPTS=-1 
CALL GRAPHS(NPTS,XX,Z,ISYM,HODE,' ;•) 
50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
c 
c 
BLOCK DATA 
IMPLICIT REAL»8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /BLK1/ IP1,IP2 
COMMON /UMPAR/ PI,B,D,EL,WW,H,HH 
QNa 
/8/2diV8/uiVoaosoo*/HH Voaosoo '/H'/oaosoo '/jiH'/o* 
ao'L/iaVoaoooL VavoaiooL*/aV€6Z.68seg926Si.tji*e/id viva 
69T 
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Q ******************************************************** 
C PROGRAM NO. 2 TO CALCULATE PSI ALONG THE BOUNDARY 
C FOR THE TILE DRAIN PfiOBLEM OF PART ONE 
Q ******************************************************** 
DIMENSION ANM(40) 
READ (5,1) NANM,B,D,EL,W,H,Ha 
1 FORMAT(I5,6F10.a) 
MM=NANM+1 
READ(5,2) (ANN (I),1 = 1,MM) 
2 FORMAT(3D25. 16) 
WRITE (6,1) NANM,B,D,EL,W,H,HH 
WRITE (6,2) (ANM(I) ,r=1,MM) 
WRITE (6,21) 
21 FORMAT (M») 
X=0.1330 
MAXIT=120 
DO 14 J=1,MAXIT 
PSI=0.0 
DO 13 N=1,MM 
EM=N-1 
C1= (EL»EL) + (B»B) 
C2= SORT (CI) 
C3=ALOG(C2/W) 
C0=2.0 *EM 
D1=(EL*EL)+((B-D)*(B-D) ) 
D2= SQRT(DI) 
SINA= (B-D)/D2 
C0SA=EL/D2 
D3=B+D2-X 
D4=(D3*SINA) +D 
D5=D4*D4 
D6=X-B 
D7=D6»C0SA 
D8=EL-D7 
D9=D8*D8 
D10=D5+D9 
D11= SQRT(DIO) 
D12= ATAN(D4/D8) 
IF(EM.LE.O.O) GO TO 8 
D13=SIN (D12*C0) 
D14=1.0-(((W*W)/C1)**C0) 
D15= (D11/C2) **C0 
D16=(W*W)/(C2*D11) 
D17=D16**C0 
D18= (D15+D17) *D13 
D19=D18/D14 
GO TO 19 
8 PSI=PSI+ANM(N) »(D12/C3) 
GO TO 13 
19 PSI=PSI+ANH(N)•D19 
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13 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,30) PSI,X 
30 FORMATf//* PSI=',E15.7,6X,'X=',F10.6) 
X=X+0.01 
IF(X.LE.1.1300) GO TO 14 
X=1.1335 
14 CONTINUE 
X=0.0 
HAXIT=60 
DO 50 J=1,MAXIT 
PSI=0.0 
DO 60 N=1,MM 
EM=N-1 
C0=2.0*EM 
C1=(EL»EL) + (B*B) 
C2=SQRT(C1) 
B1=(EL*EL) + (X*X) 
B2=SQRT (B1) 
B3=ATAN(X/EL) 
IF(EM.LE.O.O) GO TO 70 
B4=(B2/C2) **C0 
B5=(W*H) /(C2*B2) 
B6=B5**C0 
B14=1.0- ( ( (W*W)/C1)**C0) 
B7={B4+B6)/B14 
B8=SIN(C0*B3) 
B9=B7»B8 
GO TO 80 
70 PSI=PSI+ANM(N)*(B3/C3) 
GO TO 60 
80 PSI=PSI+ANM(N)»B9 
60 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,30) PSI,X 
X=X+0.01 
IF(X.LE.0.1300) GO TO 50 
X=0.133 
50 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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C ******************************************************** 
C PROGRAM NO. 3 TO DRAW FLOÏNETS FOR TILE 
C DRAIN PROBLEM OF PART ONE 
Q ******************************************************** 
DIMENSION XL(5),YL(5),G1(5),DL(5) ,A (21) ,XX (101 ) ,YY (101) 
EXTERNAL FCT 
EXTERNAL TFC 
EXTERNAL FT 1 
COMMON B,D,EL,W,H,HH,PHIOH,PHILB,PHIPRM,PSIMAX,PSIL 
*B,PSIPRM,IW,IK 
COMMON A 
COMMON Y,NORRIS 
COMMON /XPHI/ X 
110 FORMAT {7F10. 6) 
500 FORMAT (20A4) 
800 FORMAT (4E20. 8) 
10 FORMAT(3D25. 16) 
1000 FORMAT (10X,3F20. 6) 
1500 FORMAT(IHI) 
IR=5 
19=6 
EPS=0.0001 
IEND=10 
IK=11 
DO 50 L=1,1 
READ(IR,110)B,D,EL,W,H,HH,PSIMAX 
WRITE(I»,110)B,D,EL,B,H,HH,PSIMAX 
READ (IR,500) XL,YL,GL,DL 
READ(IR,10) (A (K) ,K=1 ,IK) 
WRITE (IH,800) (A(K) ,K=1,IK) 
CC=B-D 
PHIOH=0.0 
PHILB=(B-H) /HH 
C GRAPH THE REGION******* 
XX (1) =0.0 
XX(2)=EL 
XX(3)=EL 
XX(4) =0.0 
YY(1) =0.0 
YY(2) =0.0 
YY(3)=B 
YY (U) =D 
NPTS=4 
XSIZE=10.01 
YSIZE=5.01 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YY,0,U,XSIZE,YSIZE,0.10,0.0,0.10,-0.0, 
»XL,YL,GL,DL) 
C C**»*****DRAW FLUX LINES ******** 
JJ=20 
PHIPRM=0.2 
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DO 30 K=1,4 
********** CàLCOLATE XNAX,YMAX *********** 
RETI=0.0 
IF(PHIPSn*PHILB.LT. (D-H)/HH) GO TO 4 
YMAX=H+(PHIPRM*HH*PHILB) 
XHAX= (YMAX-D) /CC 
GO TO 5 
4 XMAX=0.0 
X=0.0 
YRI=D-0.0001 
YLI=W+0.0001 
IEND=20 
CALL RTMIfY,F,TFC,YLI,YRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
IEND=10 
REII=IER 
YMAX=Y 
5 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE XAIN AND YfllN 
YMIN=0.0 
y=o.o 
XLI=0.01 
XEI=EL-0.01 
CALL RTMI(X,F,FCT,XLI,XgI,EPS,lEND,1ER) 
REI=IER 
WRITE (6, 1000) Y,X,PHIPRH,REI 
XMIN=X 
IF(IER.EQ. 2)XHIN=EL 
DX=(XMAX-XMIN)/JJ 
YLI=0.0 
X=XMIN 
IF (1ER. EQ. 2) GO TO 12 
YY(1)=0 
XX(1)=X 
GO TO 13 
12 YRI=YMAX 
CALL RTMI(Y,F,TFC,YLI,YRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
REI=IER 
YHIN=Y 
YY(1)=Y 
XX(1) =XMIN 
13 WRITE(6,1000)Y,X,PHIPRM,REI 
DO 20 J=2,JJ 
X=X+DX 
YRI=YMAX 
CALL RTMI(Y,F,TFC,YLI,YRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
REI=IER 
WRITE (6,1000)Y,X,PHIPRH,REI 
yy(J) =y 
XX(J)=X 
yLi=Y 
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20 CONTINUE 
JEND=JJ+1 
YY(JEND) =YMAX 
XX(JEND)=XMAX 
NPTS=JEND 
WRITE (6,120) YHAX,XMAX,REII 
120 FORMAT(10X,2F20.6) 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YY,0,2,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,O.OfX 
*L,YL,GL,DL) 
WRITE (IW,1500) 
PHIPRM=PHIPRM+0.2 
30 CONTINUE 
C*****cALCULATION OF STREAMLINES****** 
JJ=20 
PSIPRM=0.2 
NSTR=4 
NPTS=JJ 
DO 60 K=1,NSTR 
XLI=0.01 
XRI=EL 
N0RRIS=1 
CALL RTHI(X,F,FT1,XLI,XRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
BEI=IER 
NORRIS=0 
XMAX=X 
YMAX=D+CC*XMAX 
WRITE(6,1000)YMAXfXMAX, PSIPRM,REI 
X=XHAX 
XRI=X 
XX(1) =XMAX 
YY(1) =YHAX 
DY=YMAX/JJ 
Y=YHAX 
D03 1=2,JJ 
Y=Y-DY 
XLI=0.001 
CALL RTMI(X,F,FT1,XLI,XRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
REI=IER 
WRITE (6, 1000)Y,X,PSIPBM,REI 
YY(I) =Y 
XX(I)=X 
3 XRI=X 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YY,0,2,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,X 
*L,YL,GL,DL) 
WRITE (IW,1500) 
PSIPRM=PSIPRH+0.2 
60 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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FUNCTION FCT(X) 
DIMENSION A (21) 
COMMON B,D,E1,M,H,HH,PHIOH,PHILB,PHIPRM,PSIMAX,PSIL 
*B,PSIPRM,IW,IK 
COMMON A 
COMMON Y,NORRIS 
PHI=0.0 
DO 5 M=1,IK 
EH=M-1 
C0=2.0*EM 
C1=(EL*EL)+ (B*B) 
C2=SQRT(C1) 
C3=AL0G(C2/W) 
C4=1.0- (((W*W) /CI) **C0) 
C5=(X*X) +(Y*Y) 
C6=SQRT (C5) 
C7=C6/W 
C8=ALOG(C7) 
IF(EM.LE.O.O) GO TO 1 
C9=(C6/C2)**C0 
C10= ( (W*W)/(C2*C6) ) **C0 
C11 = ( (C9-C10)/C4) »COS(C0»ATAN(Y/X) ) 
GO TO 3 
1 PHI=PHI+((A(M)*C8)/C3) 
GO T02 
3 PHI=PHI+(A(M)*C11) 
2 CONTINUE 
FCT= (PHI/PHILB )-PHIPRM 
5 CONTINUE 
BETORN 
END 
FUNCTION TFC(Y) 
DIMENSION A(21) 
COMMON B,D,EL,%,H,HH,PHIOH,PHILB,PHIPRM,PSIMAXfPSiL 
*B,PSIPRM,IW,IK 
COMMON A 
COMMON /XPHI/ X 
PHI=0.0 
DO 5 M=1,IK 
EM=M-1 
C0=2.0»EM 
C1= (EL*EL) + (B*B) 
C2=SQRT(C1) 
C3=ALOG(C2/i) 
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C4=1.0- ( ((W*W) /CI) ••CO) 
C5=(X*X) + {Y^Y) 
C6=SQRT(C5) 
C7=C6/« 
C8=ALOG(C7) 
IF (EH. LE.0.0) GO TO 1 
C9=(C6/C2) ••CO 
C10= ( (!•») /(C2^C6) ) ••CO 
IF(X)6,6,4 
4 C11=( (C9-C10) /C4)+COS(CO^ATAN (Y/X) ) 
GO TO 3 
6 C11=((C9-C10) /CU)* ((-1)**(a-1) ) 
GO TO 3 
1 PHI=PHI+{(A(M)^C8)/C3) 
GO TO 2 
3 Pai=PHI+(A(M) •C11) 
2 CONTINUE 
TFC=(PHI/PHILB )-PHIPRM 
5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
c 
c 
FUNCTION FT1(X) 
DIMENSION A(21) 
COMMON B,D,EL,W,H,HH, PHIOH, PHILB,PHIPRM,PSIMAX,PSIL 
•B,PSIPRM,IH,IK 
COMMON.A 
COMMON Y,NORSIS 
PSI=0.0 
CC=(B-D) /EL 
IF(NORRIS.EQ.1)Y=D+CC^X 
DO 5 M=1,IK 
EM=M-1 
C0=2.O+EM 
C1=(EL^EL) + (B+B) 
C2=SQRT (CI) 
C3=ALOG(C2/M) 
C4= 1.0- (((»•«) /CI) ••CO) 
C5=(X*X) + (Y^Y) 
C6=SQRT(C5) 
C7=AT&N (Y/X) 
IF(EM.LE.O.O) GO TO 1 
C9=(C6/C2)••CO 
C10= ( (W^W)/(C2^C6) ) ••CO 
C11=( (C9+C10) /CU)*SIN(C0*C7) 
GO TO 3 
1 PSI=PSI+((A(M) •C7)/C3) 
GO T02 
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3 PSI=PSI+ (A (M) *C11) 
2 CONTINUE 
FT1={PSI/PSIMA X) -PSIPBM 
5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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Q ***************** *************************************** 
C PROGRAM NO. 4 TO CALCULATE ANN'S FOR CASES 
C A6,B6, AND C6 OF PART TWO 
Q ************************************ ******************** 
SDBRODTINE FX(IM,NUMBER,X,F) 
DIMENSION X (21 ) ,F(21) 
DOUBLE PRECISION S,B 
COMMON S,B,ANM (40) 
U(M) =E**(M*PI*C* (Z/S-1.0)) *COS(M*PI*Z/SNGL(S) ) 
PI=3.141593 
E=2.718283 
C=B/S 
H=IM 
DO 6 1=1,NUMBER 
X (I)= (1-1) *S/( NUMBER-1) 
Z=X(I) 
SOM=0.0 
F (I)=ANM(1) 
IF(M.EQ.O) GO TO 6 
DO 5 J=1,M 
SOM=SUM+U(J) •ANM (J+1) 
5 CONTINUE 
F (I) =SUM+F(I) 
6 CONTINUE 
7 RETURN 
END 
C 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE ORTH(U,W,C, D,G,J,A,NCAPP1,KA,KAM1,KADIAG,IER) 
DIMENSION U (KA),C(KAM1),D(KA) ,G(KA) ,A(KA) 
REAL J(KADIAG) ,JTEMP 
IF(NCAPPI-I) 1,2,2 
1 IER=1 
RETURN 
2 IF(NCAPPI-KA) 4,4,3 
3 IER=2 
RETURN 
4 IF(KA-I-KAMI) 5,6,5 
5 IER=3 
RETURN 
6 IF((KA*KAM1)/2-KADIAG) 7,8,7 
7 IER=4 
RETURN 
8 CONTINUE 
IER=0 
NCAP = NCAPP1-1 
NCAPM1 = NCAP-1 
IF(NCAPMI) 10,20,30 
10 D(1) = U(1) 
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G(1) = W 
E = G(1)/D(1) 
A(1) = E 
RETURN 
20 C(1) = 0(1)/D{1) 
D(2) = U(2)-C(1)*C(1)*D(1) 
G(2) = H-C(1)*G(1) 
E = G(2)/D(2) 
J(1) = C(1) 
A(1) = A(1)-E*J(1) 
A(2) = E 
RETURN 
30 C(1) = U(1)/D(1) 
NFORJ = 0 
DO 120 N = 2,NCAP 
CTEMP = U(N) 
NM1 = N-1 
DO 110 NN = 1,NM1 
NFORJ = NFORJ+1 
110 CTEMP = CTEMP-U (NN) •J (NFORJ) 
120 C(N) = CTEflP/D (N) 
DTEMP = U(NCAPPI) 
GTEMP = W 
DO 140 N = 1,NCAP 
CTEMP = C(N) 
DTEMP = DTEMP-CTEMP*CTEMP*D(N) 
140 GTEMP = GTEMP-CTEMP*G(N) 
D(NCAPPI) = DTEMP 
G(NCAPPI) = GTEMP 
E = GTEMP/DTEMP 
NSTA8T = 0 
DO 180 N = 1,NCAPM1 
JTEMP = C(N) 
NSTART = NSTART+N 
NFORJ = NSTART 
NP1 = N+1 
DO 170 NN = NPIfNCAP 
JTEMP = JTEMP-C (NN) *J (NFORJ) 
170 NFORJ = NFORJ+NN-1 
J (NFORJ) = JTEMP 
180 A(N) = A(N)-E*JTEMP 
NFORJ = NFORJ+1 
J (NFORJ) = C(NCAP) 
A(NCAP) = A(NCAP)-E*J(NFORJ) 
A(NCAPPI) = E 
RETURN 
END 
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DOUBLE PRECISION S,B,PI 
DIMENSION 0(120) ,C(40) ,D(40) ,G(40) ,J(780) ,X(21),F(21) 
REAL J 
COMMON 5,B, ANN (40) 
READ(5,1) lEND,NUMBER,S,B 
1 FORMAT(215,2D20.10) 
IEND=IEND+1 
PI=3. 14159265358979 
BN=0.0 
WRITE (6,30) S,B 
30 FORMATC IV///////' S = ',D20.10/////' B = ',020.10) 
THOPI=.00149633 
KA=40 
KAH1=KA-1 
BN=0.0 
KADIAG=KA*KAMl/2 
DO 7 NCAPP1=1,IEND 
M=NCAPP1-1 
CALL INTGRT (1,M, 1,W) 
DO 2 K=1,NCAPP1 
N=K-1 
CALL INTGRT(2,M,N,0(K)) 
2 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,3) M,W,H,M, (U(II) ,11=1 , NCAPPI) 
3 FORMATdHI/// ' H(',I2,') = ',E14.7///' U(',I 
*2,',J) FOR J= 
1 0, •,I2//(6(6X,E14.7))) 
CALL ORTH(D,W,C,D,G,J,ANM,NCAPPI,KA,KAMI,KADIAG,1ER) 
IF(IEB.EQ.O) GO TO 5 
WRITE (6, 4) 1ER 
4 FORMAT ('1IERR = ',15) 
STOP 
5 BN=ANM (NCAPPI) ••2*D (NCAPPI)+BN 
WRITE (6,6) M,M, (ANM (II) ,11 = 1, NCAPPI) 
6 FORMAT(//// • A (',12,',J) FOR J = 0, ',12//(6 (6 
*X,E14.7))) 
CHECK=BN/TWOPI 
WRITE (6,20) M, D(NCAPPI) ,BN,CHECK 
20 FORMAT(///' D(',I2,') = •,E14.7,6X,' BN=',E14.7,4X, 
1' BESSELS CHECK=',E14.7) 
CALL FX (M,NUMBER,X,F) 
WRITE (6, 8) M 
8 FORMAT (////20X,' X ' , 1 8X, ' F ', 12, ' ( X )'///) 
WRITE (6, 9) (X(I) ,F(I) ,1=1, NUMBER) 
9 FORMAT(18X,F8.5,14X,F10.6) 
7 CONTINUE 
WRITE (7,10) (ANM(I) ,I = 1,IEND) 
10 FORMAT (4E20.8) 
STOP 
END 
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C 
c 
SUBROUTINE INT GET(INDIC,IH,IN,ANS) 
DOUBLE PRECISION C0EF1,C0EF2,C0EF3,C0Ef4,C0EF5,PI,E 
• ,S,B,C,DSQBT 
COMMON S,B,ANM(40) 
M=IM 
N=IN 
PI=3.14159265358979 
E=2.71828182845904 
C=B/S 
IF(INDIC.EQ. 2) GO TO 3 
IF(M.EQ.O) GO TO 101 
GO TO 201 
3 IF (M.EQ.O) GO TO 301 
IF(M.EQ.N) GO TO 501 
GO TO 601 
101 ANS= (S**2)/(2. ODO*E**(M*PI*B/S))*C 
RETURN 
201 COEF1=S**2*(1.0DO-C**2) 
C0EF2= fM*PI* (C»»2+1.ODD) ) **2 
C0EF3=E**(M*PI*C) 
C0EF4=S**2*C 
C0EF5=DSQRT (C0EF2) 
ANS=(-1)**(M )*(COEF1/COEF2*(1.0D0-(-1)**(M )/COE 
$F3)+COEF4/COEF5 
1) 
ANS= C *ANS 
RETURN 
301 ANS=S/(E**(2*M*PI*C)) 
RETURN 
501 COEF1=S*(2.0D0*C**2 + 1.0D0) 
COEF2=4.0DO*M*PI*C* (C*»2+1. ODO) 
COEF3=E**(2.0D0*M*PI*C) 
ANS= (COEF1/COEF2)* (1.0DO-1.0DO/COEF3) 
RETURN 
601 C0EF1 = E**((M+N)*PI*C) 
C0EF2= (M+N) *S*C/(2.0D0*PI) 
C0EF3= (M+N) **2*C**2+ (M-N) **2 
C0EF4= (M+N) **2*(C**2+1.0D0) 
ANS= (-1)** (M+N)*COEF2*((1.0D0-(-1.0D0) »»(M+N) /COEFI 
*) /COEF3+(1.0D0-
1 (-1. ODO) »• (fl+N) /COEFI) /C0EF4) 
RETURN 
END 
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Q ******************************************************** 
C PROGRAM NO. 5 CALCULATES PSI ALONG THE SLOPING 
C BOUNDARY FOB CASES A6,B6, AND C6 
C ******************************************************** 
DIMENSION ANM(40) 
READ(5, 1) NANM, S,B 
1 FORMAT(I5,2F10.4) 
MM=NANM+1 
C=B/S 
READ(5,2) (ANM(I) ,1=1,MM) 
2 FORMAT (4E20.8) 
WRITE (6,20) S,B,NANM,NANM, (ANM (I) ,1=1,MM) 
20 FORMAT(•1•////////' S= •,E15.7/////» B = ',E15.6/// 
*///////' A('12 
1,',J) FOR J = 0, •,I2//(6(5X,E15.7))) 
WRITE (6,21) 
21 FOBMAT('I') 
E=2.7182818 
PI=3.1415927 
X=0.47 
MAXIT=501 
DO 14 J=1,MAXIT 
PSI=0.0 
DO 13 N=1,MM 
M=N-1 
C0EF1=E**(M*PI*(C*X-B) /S) 
C0EF2=SIN(M»PI*X/S) 
PSI=PSI+ANM(N)*C0EF1*C0EF2 
13 CONTINUE 
WBITE(6,30) PSI,X 
30 FORMAT(//' PSI=',E15.7,6X,'X=*,F6.4) 
X=X+0.0001 
14 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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C ******************************************************** 
C PROGRAM NO. 6 TO DRAW FLOW NETS FOR 
C CASES A6,B6, AND C6 OF PART TWO 
Q ******************************************************** 
DIMENSION XL{5),YL(5) ,gl(5) ,DL(5) ,A(31) ,XX(101) ,ïï(101) 
EXTERNAL FCT 
EXTERNAL TFC 
EXTERNAL FT1,FT2 
COMMON A,BB,SS,PI,PHIOA,PHISB,PHIPEM,PSIMIN,PSIOA,PS 
*IPRM,IW,IK 
COMMON /YPHI/ Y 
COMMON /XPHI/ X 
C 
500 FORMAT(20A4) 
800 FORMAT (4E20. 8) 
10 FORMAT(4E20.8) 
1000 FORMAT (10X,3F20. 6) 
1100 F0RMAT(I5, 2F12.5) 
1500 FORMAT (1H1) 
C ***** PROBLEM PARAMETERS ***** 
PI=3.14159265 
AA=-0.54 
SS=1.0 
CC=0.100 
BB=CC 
XPSMIN=0.483 
PSIMIN=-0.037101 
IR=5 
IW=6 
EPS-0.0001 
IEND=20 
IK=IEND+1 
BEAD(IR,500) XL,YL,GL,DL 
READ (IR,10) (A (K) ,K=1,IK) 
WRITE (IW,800) (A(K),K=1,IK) 
PHIOA=0.0 
PHISB=0.100 
PSIOA=0.0 
C GRAPH THE REGION******* 
XX(1) =0.0 
XX (2)=SS 
XX(3) =SS 
YY(1)=0.0 
YY(2) =BB 
YY(3) =AA 
NPTS=3 
XSIZE=5.01 
YSIZE=5.01 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YY,0,4,XSIZE,YSIZE,0.20,0,0,0.20, 
*-0.6,XL,YL,GL, 
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1DL) 
C C********DBAW FLUX LINES ******** 
JJ=10 
PHIPBM=0.2 
DO 30 K=1,4 
C ********** CALCULATE XMAX,YMAX *********** 
YHAX= (PHISB-PHIOA) •PHIPBM+PHIOA 
XMAX=YMAX/CC 
C 
C CALCULATE XMIN AND YBIN 
C 
C ****** CASE1: POINT HITS BOTTOM ******** 
YHIN=AA 
Y=AA 
XLI=0.01 
XBI=SS-0.01 
CALL BTMI(X,F,FCT,XLI,IRI,EPS,IEND,IEB) 
IF(IEB.EQ.2) GO TO 11 
XHIN=X 
VPHI=PHIPBM+F 
WHITE (IW,1000) XMIN,YMIN,VPHI 
WBITE(IW,1000) XMAX,YMAX,PHIPRM 
GO TO 15 
C 
C CASE 2: POINT HITS ON THE RIGHT SIDE 
11 XHIN=SS 
X=SS 
YLI=-5.5 
YRI=BB-0.001 
CALL RTMI(Ï,F,TPC,YLI,YRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
IF(IER.EQ.2) GO TO 12 
YBIN=Y 
VPHI=PHIPRB+F 
WRITE(IW,1000) XHIN,YMIN,VPHI 
WRITE(IW,1000) XMAX,YMAX,PHIPRM 
GO TO 15 
C 
C***CASE 3 : POINT HITS ON THE LEFT SIDE ******* 
C 
12 XMIN=0.0 
X=0.0 
XLI=-5.5 
YRI=0.001 
CALL RTHI (Y, F ,TFC, YLI,YRI,EPS, lEND, 1ER) 
YMIN=Y 
VPHI=PHIPRM+F 
WRITE(IW,1000) XMIN,YMIN,VPHI 
WRITE (IW,1000) XHAX,YMAX,PHIPRM 
15 DX= (XHAX-XflIN)/JJ 
XX(1) =XBIN 
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YY(1)=YHIN 
YLI=ÏHIN 
X=XMIN+DX 
DO 20 J=2,JJ 
YRI=CC»X 
CALL RTMI(Y,f,TFC,YLI,YRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
YY(J) =Y 
XX(J)=X 
YLI=y 
WHITE (I*,1000) X,Y,F 
X=X+DX 
20 CONTINUE 
JEND=JJ+1 
YY (JEND) =YMAX 
XX(JEND) =XHAX 
WRITE (IW,1100) (L,XX(L) ,YY(L) ,L=1,JEND) 
NPTS=JEND 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YY,0,21,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0, 
*XL,YL,GL,DL) 
WRITE (IW, 1500) 
PHIPBfl=PHIPRM+0.2 
30 CONTINUE 
C*»•••CALCULATION OF STREAMLINES****** 
JJ=10 
PSIPRM=0.2 
DO 60 K=1,4 
C^^^^*^*CALCULATIONS OF INTERSECTIONS ON Y=CX********** 
XLI=0.01 
XRI=XPSHIN 
CALL RTHI(X,F,FT1,XLI,XEI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
XMIN=X 
YMIN=CC*X 
VPSI=PSIPRM+F 
WRITE(IW,1000) XMIN,YMIN,VPSI 
XLI=XPSMIN 
XRI=SS-0.01 
CALL RTHI(X,F,FT1,XLI,XHI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
XMAX=X 
YMAX=CC*X 
VPSI=PSIPRH+F 
WRITE (IW,1000) XHAX,YMAX,VPSI 
C++•••••••••».L.POWELL*********** 
DX=(XMAX-XMIN) /JJ 
XX(1)=XMIN 
YY(1) =YMIN 
X=XMIN+DX 
YLI=-0.55 
DO 40 J=2,JJ 
YHI=CC*X 
CALL RTHI(y,F,FT2,yLI,YRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
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FUNCTION TFC(Y) 
DIMENSION A(31) 
COMMON A,BB,SS,PI,PHIOA,PHISB,PHIPRM,PSIMIN,PS10A,PSIPRM, 
*IW,IK 
COMMON /XPHI/ X 
PHI=0.0 
DO 5 M=1,IK 
EM=M-1 
ALPHA1=EM*PI/SS 
ALPHA2=ALPHA1» (Y-BB) 
Q=-19.0 
IF(ALPHA2.LE.Q) GO TO 2 
C0EF1=EÏP(ALPHA2) 
GO TO 3 
2 COEF1=0.0 
3 CONTINUE 
COEF2=COS(ALPHA1»X) 
PHI=PHI + A (M) •C0EF1»C0EF2 
F=( (PHI-PHIOA) /(PHISB-PHIOA) ) -PHIPRM 
TFC=F 
5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FT1(X) 
DIMENSION A(31) 
COMMON A,BB,SS,PI,PHIOA,PHISB,PHIPRM,PSIMIN,PSIOA,PSIPRM, 
*I*,IK 
PSI=0.0 
CC=BB 
Y=CC*X 
DO 5 M=1,IK 
EM=M-1 
ALPHA1=EM»PI/SS 
ALPHA2=ALPHA1* (Y-BB) 
C0EF1=EXP(AI.PHA2) 
C0EF2=SIN(ALPHA1»X) 
PSI=PSI+A(H)»C0EF1»C0EF2 
F=((PSI-PSIMIN)/(PSIOA-PSIMIN))-PSIPRM 
FT1=F 
5 CONTINUE 
WHITE (IH,1000) X,Y,PSI,F 
1000 F0RMAT(4F15.6) 
RETURN 
END 
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C 
c 
c 
FONCTION FT2(Y) 
DIMENSION A(31) 
COMMON A,BB,SS,PI,PHIOA,PHISB,PHIPRM,PSIMIN,PSIOA,PSIPRM, 
*IW,IK 
COMMON /XPHI/ X 
PSI=0.0 
DO 5 M=1,IK 
EM=H-1 
ALPHA1=EM*PI/SS 
ALPHA2=ALPHA1* (y-BB) 
Q=-19.0 
IF(ALPHA2.LE.Q) GO TO 2 
C0EF1=EXP(ALPHA2) 
GO TO 3 
2 COEF1=0.0 
3 CONTINUE 
C0EF2=SIN(ALPHA1*X) 
PSI=PSI+A(M)»C0EF1»C0EF2 
F=((PSI-PSIHIN)/(PSIOA-PSIMIN))-PSIPBH 
FT2=F 
5 CONTINUE 
WRITE(IW,1000) X,Y,PSI,F 
1000 F0RMAT(4F15.6) 
RETURN 
END 
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C ******************************************************** 
C PROGRAM NO. 7 TO CALCOLATE ANN'S AMD PSI ALONG THE 
C BODNDARY FOR CASES A8,B8,C8,A9,B9,C9,D9, AND E9 
C OF PART TWO 
C ******************************************************** 
DIMENSION U(120) ,C(40) ,D(40) ,G(40) ,J(780) ,X(31) ,F(31 
*,R(101) ,V(201 
1) ,30(201),XX (201),OM(201),FF(201) ,Y(201) ,Z (201) 
REAL J 
COMMON S,B,ANM(40),DD,H,PI,E,A,T 
READ (5,1) IEND,NOMBER,S,B,A,DD,T 
1 FORMAT (2I5,5D8.4) 
IEND=IEND+1 
PI=3. 14159265358979 
E=2.7182818 
WRITE (6,30) S,B,A,DD ,T 
30 FORMAT(•1•////////• S = ',D20.10/////' B = ',D20.10 
*////' A=',D20 
1.10////' DD =',D20.10///' T = ',D20.10) 
XI=0.0 
P=0.005 
DO 11 IJ=1,201 
11 XX(IJ)=XI+(IJ-1) »P 
CALL BFCT(BO,XX) 
CALL FCT(FF,BO) 
CALL FA (THOPI,FF,Y,Z,P) 
WRITE(6,51) (IJ,XX(IJ) ,BO(IJ) ,IJ=1 ,201) 
51 FORMAT(1I6,2F16.8) 
WRITE (6,52) TWOPI 
52 FORMAT(///• TWOPI = ',020.10) 
KA=40 
KAM1=KA-1 
BN=0.0 
KADIAG=KA*KAM1/2 
DO 7 NCAPP1=1,IEND 
M=NCAPP1-1 
CALL WINT(M,W,OH,XX,BO,FF,Y,Z,P) 
DO 2 K=1,NCAPP1 
N=K-1 
CALL DINTG (M,N,D (K) ) 
2 CONTINDE 
WRITE (6,3) M,W,H,M, (D (II) , II=1,NCAPP1) 
3 F0RMAT(1H1/// ' W(',I2,') = ',E14.7///' D(',I 
*,*,J) FOR J = 
1 0, •,I2//(6(6X,E14.7))) 
CALL ORTH(U,W,C,D,G,J,ANM,NCAPP1,KA,KAM1,KADIAG,IER) 
IF(IER. EQ.O) GO TO 5 
WRITE (6,4) 1ER 
4 FORMATC1IERR = ',15) 
STOP 
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5 BN=ANM(NC&PP1)**2*D(NCAPP1)+BN 
WRITE (6,6) M, M, (ANN (II) ,II=1,NCAPP1) 
6 PORMATC//// • A(',I2,',J) FOR J = 0, •,I2//(6(6X 
*,E14.7))) 
CHECK=BN/THOPI 
WRITE (6,20) M,D(NCAPP1) ,BN,CHECK 
20 FORMAT(///' D(',I2,') = ',E14.7,6X,' BN=•,E1U.7,UX, 
1* BESSELS CHECK=',E14.7) 
CALL FX (M,NUMBER,X,F) 
WRITE (6, 8) B 
8 FORMAT (////20X,' X ',18X,'F',I2,'( X )'///) 
WRITE(6,9) (X(I) ,F(I) ,1=1,NUMBER) 
9 FORMAT(18X,F8.5,14X,P10.6) 
7 CONTINUE 
WRITE (7,10) (ANH{I) ,I=1,IEND) 
10 FORMAT(aE20.8) 
CALL HPSI(IEND,XPSMIN,PSIMIN) 
WRITE(6,60) XPSMIN,PSIMIN 
60 FORMAT (//18X,'XPSIMIN=',E12.4,6X,'PSIMIN=',E20.8) 
WRITE (6,33) 
33 FORMAT (' NORMAL END OF PROGRAM') 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE FX(IM,NUMBER,X,F) 
DIMENSION X(31),F(31) 
COMMON S,B, ANM (40) ,DD,H,PI,E, A,T 
U(M)=E»» ((C0EF1/A-1.) *M*PI*B/S) *COS(M*PI*Z/S) 
H=IM 
DO 6 1=1,NUMBER 
X(I) =(I-1) *S/(NUMBER-1) 
Z=X(I) 
SUH=0.0 
F (I) =ANM(1) 
IF(M. EQ.O) GO TO 6 
DO 5 J=1,M 
COEF1=0.0 
C0EF2=(A*A-Z*Z+2.*Z*S-S*S) 
IF(COEF2.LT.O) GO TO 4 
C0EF1=C0EF2**.5 
4 SUM=SUM + U(J) •ANM (J+1) 
5 CONTINUE 
F (I) =SUM+F(I) 
6 CONTINUE 
7 RETURN 
END 
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C 
SUBROUTINE 0RTH(U,*,C,D,G,J,&,NCAPP1,KA,KAM1,K&DIAG,IER) 
DIMENSION U (KA) ,C(KAnl) ,D(KA) ,G(KA) ,k (KA) 
REAL J(KADIAG) ,JTEMP 
IF(NCAPP1-1) 1,2,2 
1 IER=1 
RETURN 
2 IF(NCAPPI-KA) 4,4,3 
3 IEB=2 
RETURN 
4 IF(KA-I-KAMI) 5,6,5 
5 IER=3 
RETURN 
6 IF((KA*KAM1)/2-KADIAG) 7,8,7 
7 IER=4 
RETURN 
8 CONTINUE 
IER=0 
NC&P = NCAPP1-1 
NCAPH1 = NCAP-1 
IF(NCAPMI) 10,20,30 
10 D(1) = U(1) 
G(1) = H 
E = G(1) /D(1) 
A(1) = E 
RETURN 
20 C (1) = U (1) /D(1) 
D(2) = U(2)-C(1)*C(1)*D(1) 
G(2) = W-C(1) •G(l) 
E = G(2)/D(2) 
J(1) = C(1) 
A(1) = A(1)-E*J(1) 
A (2) = E 
RETURN 
30 C (1) = U (1) /D(1) 
NFORJ = 0 
DO 120 N = 2,NCAP 
CTEMP = U(N) 
NM1 = N-1 
DO 110 NN = 1,NM1 
NFORJ = NFORJ+ 1 
110 CTEMP = CTEHP-U(NN) •J (NFORJ) 
120 C(N) = CTEMP/D (N) 
DTEMP = U(NCAPPI) 
GTEMP = W 
DO 140 N = 1,NCAP 
CTEMP = C(N) 
DTEMP = DTEMP-CTEHP*CTEMP»D(N) 
140 GTEMP = GTEMP-CTEHP»G(N) 
D(NCAPPI) = DTEMP 
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G(NCAPPI) = GTEMP 
E = GTEHP/DTEHP 
NSTART = 0 
DO 180 N = 1,NCAPM1 
JTEHP = C(N) 
NSTART = NSTART+N 
NFORJ = NSTART 
NP1 = N+1 
DO 170 NN = NP1,NCAP 
JTEMP = JTEMP-C (NN)*J( NFOR J) 
170 NFORJ = NFORJ+NN-1 
J(NFORJ) = JTEMP 
180 A(N) = A(N)-E*JTEMP 
NFORJ = NFORJ+1 
J (NFORJ) = C(NCAP) 
A(NCAP) = A(NCAP)-B*J(NFORJ) 
A (NCAPP1) = E 
RETOBN 
END 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE WINT(M,W,UM,XX,BO,FF,Y,Z,P) 
DIMENSION 0M(201) ,XX(201),BO(201) ,FF(201) , Y (201),Z (201) 
COMMON S,B,ANM(40),DD,H,PI,E,A,T 
CALL DMFCT(UM,XX,BO,M) 
DO 1 J=1,201 
1 y (J)=UM(J)»FF(J) 
CALL QSF(P,Y,Z,201) 
H=Z (201) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE UINTG (IH,IN,ANS) 
DIMENSION R (201),V (201) 
COMMON S,B, ANM(40),DD,H,PI,E,A,T 
M=IM 
N=IN 
P=-.005 
DO 43 1=1,201 
P=P+.005 
COEF1=0.0 
C0EF2=(A*A-P*P + 2.*P*S-S*S) 
IF(COEF2.LT.O) GO TO 43 
COEF1=COEF2»». 5 
43 R(I)=E»*((PI»B/S*(C0EFVA-1.) )• (M + N))*COS(M*PI*P/S) 
*COS(N*PI*P/S) 
CALL QSF (.005,R,V, 201) 
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ANS=V(201) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE MPSI (lEND,XPSMIK,PSIHIN) 
COMMON S,B,ANH(40),DD,H,PI,E,A,T 
MM=IEND 
PSIM=0. 
x=o. 
HAXIT=101 
DO 14 J=1,MAXIT 
PSI=0.0 
DO 13 N=1,MM 
M=N- 1 
COEF1=0.0 
C0EF2=(A*A-X*X+2.*X*S-S*S) 
IF(COEF2.LE.O.O) GO TO 4 
C0EF1=C0EF2**.5 
4 PSI=PSI+ANH (N) *E**(M*PI*B* (C0EF1/A-1) /S) *SIN(M*PI*X/S) 
13 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6, 30) PSIfX 
30 FORMAT (//«PPSI^ ',E15.7,6X,' X=',F6.4) 
IF(PSI.GT.PSIM) GO TO 15 
PSIM=PSI 
XPSM=X 
15 X=X+0.01 
14 CONTINUE 
XPSHIN=XPSM 
PSIHIN=PSIM 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE BFCT(BO,XX) 
DIMENSION BO (201) ,XX (201) 
COMMON S,B,ANM(40),DD,H,PI,E,A,T 
DO 1 J=1,21 
1 B0(j)=0.0 
DO 2 J=22,201 
C0EF1=(XX(J)-S)**2 
2 BO(J)=B»SQRT(A»A-COEF1)/A 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
SUBROUTINE FCT(FF,BO) 
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DIMENSION FF (201) , BO (201) 
COMMON S,B,ANM(40),DD,H,PI,E,A,T 
DO 1 J=1,201 
1 FF (J) =30 (J) 
RETORN 
END 
C 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE FA(TB0PI,FF,Y,3,P) 
DIMENSION FF (201) , Y(201) ,Z(201) 
DO 1 J=1,201 
1 Y (J) =FF(J) •FF(J) 
CALL 0SF(P,Y,Z,201) 
TWOPI=Z(201) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE UMFCT(UM,XX,B0,M) 
DIMENSION OM(201) ,XX (201) , BO (201) 
COMMON S,B,ANM(40),DD,H,PI,E,A,T 
COEP1=M*PI/S 
DO 1 J= 1,201 
C0EF2=B0 (J)-B 
COEF3=COEF1»XX (J) 
1 0M(J)=EXP(C0EF1*C0EF2) *COS(COEF3) 
RETURN 
END 
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NPTS=51 
XSIZE=5.01 
YSIZE=5.01 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YY,0,4,X5IZE,YSIZE,0.20,0.0,0.20,-0.6, 
*XL,YL,GL,DL) 
C c********DRAW FLOX LINES ******** 
JJ=10 
PHIPRM=0.2 
DO 30 K=1,4 
C ********** CALCULATE XMAX,YMAX *********** 
YHAX=(PHISB-PHIOA) *PHIPHH+PHIOA 
C0EP1=(.81*YMAX**2.)/(BB**2.) 
XHAX=1.-SQRT(U.-a.*(.19+C0EF1) )/2. 
C 
C CALCOLATE XMIN AND YMIN 
C 
C ****** CASE1: POINT HITS BOTTOM ******** 
YMIN=AA 
Y=AA 
XLI=0.01 
XRI=SS-0.01 
CALL RTMI(X,F,FCT,XLI,XRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
IF (1ER. EQ. 2) GO TO 11 
XHIN=X 
VPHI=PHIPRM+F 
WRITE(IW,1000) XMIN,YMIN,VPHI 
WRITE (IH, 1000) XMAX,YMAX,PHIPRM 
GO TO 15 
C 
C CASE 2: POINT HITS ON THE RIGHT SIDE 
11 XMIN=SS 
X=SS 
YLI=-5.5 
YRI=BB-0.001 
CALL RTMI(Y,F,TFC,YLI,YRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
IF (1ER. EQ. 2) GO TO 12 
YJ8IN=Y 
VPHI=PHIPRM+F 
WHITE (I¥, 1000) XMIN, YMIN, VPHI 
WRITE(IW,1000) XHAX,YMAX,PHIPRM 
GO TO 15 
C 
C***CASE 3 ; POINT HITS ON THE LEFT SIDE ******* 
C 
12 XMIN=0.0 
X=0.0 
XLI=-5.5 
YRI=0.001 
CALL RTMI(Y,F,TFC,YLI,YRI,EPS,lEND,1ER) 
YHIN=Y 
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VPHI=PHIPBM+F 
WRITE(IN,1000) XMIN,YMIN,VPHI 
WRITE(IW,1000) XMAX,YM&X,PHIPRM 
15 DY=(YHAX-YMIN)/JJ 
XX(1)=XMIN 
YY(1) =YMIN 
XLI=XMIN 
Y=YMIN+DY 
DO 20 J=2,JJ 
XRI=XMAX 
11=0 
70 CALL RTMI(X,F,FCT,XLI,XRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
IF(IER.NE.2) GO TO 75 
XBI=XRI+.02 
11=11+1 
IF(II.GT.2) GO TO 75 
GO TO 70 
75 YY(J)=Y 
XX(J)=X 
XLI=X 
WRITE(IW,1000) X,Y,F 
Y=Y+DY 
20 CONTINUE 
JEND=JJ+1 
YY(JEND) =YMAX 
XX(JEND) =XMAX 
WRITE (IN,1100) (L,XX(L) ,YY(L) ,L=1,JEND) 
NPTS=JEND 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YYf0,2,0.0, 0.0f0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,x 
*L,YL,GL,DL) 
WRITE (IW,1500) 
PHIPRM=PHIPRB+0.2 
30 CONTINUE 
C*****CALCOLATION OF STREAMLINES****** 
JJ=10 
PSIPRM=0.2 
DO 60 K=1,4 
C****»**CALCULATIONS OF INTERSECTIONS ON Y=CX*»*»*»**** 
XLI=0.01 
XRI=XPSMIN 
CALL RTHI (X, F, FT1,XLI,XBI, EPS, lEND, 1ER) 
XMIN=X 
YflIN=0.0 
C0EF1=AB*AB - (X-1 .)*(X-1.) 
IF(C0EF1.LE.O.) GO TO 2 
YHIN= (BB/AE)»SQRT(C0EF1) 
2 VPSI=PSIPRti+F 
WRITE (IW, 1000) XHIN,YHIN,VPSI 
XLI=XPSHIN 
XHI=SS-0.0I 
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CALL RTMI(X,F,FT1,XLI,XBI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
XMAX=X 
YMAX=0.0 
C0EF1 = AB*AB-(X-1.)*(X-1.) 
IF (COEFI.LE.0.) GO TO 3 
YMAX= (BB/AB) *SQRT (COEFI) 
3 VPSI=PSIPRM + F 
WRITE(IWFLOOO) XMAX,YHAX,VPSI 
POWELL*********** 
DX=(XMAX-XHIN)/JJ 
XX{1) =XMIN 
YY(1) =YMIN 
X=XMIN+DX 
YLI=-0.55 
DO 40 J=2,JJ 
YRI=0.0 
C0EF1=AB*AB-(X-1.) *(X-1.) 
IF(COEF1.LE.O.) GO TO 4 
YRI = (BB/AB) *SQRT (COEFI) 
U CALL RTMI(Y,F,FT2,YLI,YRI,EPS,IEND,IER) 
YY(J)=Y 
XX(J) =X 
WRITE(19,1000) X,Y,F 
X=X+DX 
40 CONTINUE 
JEND=JJ+1 
YY(JEND)=YFLAX 
XX(JEND) =XMAX 
WRITE(IW,1 100) (L,XX(L) ,YY (L) ,L=1 ,JEND) 
NPTS=JEND 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YY,0,2,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,X 
• L,YL,GL,DL) 
WRITE(IW,1500) 
PSIPBM=PSIPRM+0.2 
JJ—JJ +10 
60 CONTINUE 
XMIN=XPSMIN 
XX(1) =XHIN 
YY(1) =0.0 
C0EF1 = AB*AB-(XMIN-1.)* (XMIN-1.) 
IF(COEFI.LE.0.) GO TO 5 
YY(1) = (BB/AB) *SQHT (COEFI) 
5 NPTS=1 
CALL GRAPH(NPTS,XX,YY,11,7,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0, 
•L,YL,GL,DL) 
STOP 
END 
C 
c 
c 
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FUNCTION FCT(X) 
DIMENSION A(21) 
COMMON A,BB,SS,PI,PHIOA,PHISB,PHIPRM,PSIMIN,PSIOA,P 
*SIPRM,IW,IK,AB 
COMMON /YPHI/ Y 
PHI=0.0 
DO 5 N=1,IK 
EM=M-1 
ALPHA1=EM*PI/SS 
ALPHA2=A1PHA1*(Y-BB) 
0=-19.0 
IF(ALPHA2.LE.Q) GO TO 2 
C0EF1=EXP(ALPHA2) 
GO TO 3 
2 COEF1 = 0.0 
3 CONTINUE 
C0EF2=C0S(ALPHA1*X) 
PHI=PHI+A(FL) »C0EF1*C0EP2 
F=((PHI-PHIOA)/(PHISB-PHIOA))-PHIPRM 
FCT=F 
5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
FUNCTION TFC(Y) 
DIMENSION A(21) 
COMMON A,BB,SS,PI,PHIOA,PHISB,PHIPRM,PSIMIN,PSIOA,P 
*SIPRM,I*,IK,AB 
COMMON /XPHI/ X 
PHI=0.0 
DO 5 M=1,IK 
EM=M-1 
ALPHA1=EM*PI/SS 
ALPHA2=ALPHA1» (Y-BB) 
Q=-19.0 
IF(ALPHA2.LE.Q) GO TO 2 
C0EF1=EXP(ALPHA2) 
GO TO 3 
2 COEF1=0.0 
3 CONTINUE 
C0EF2=C0S(ALPHA1*X) 
PHI=PHI+A(M) •C0EF1+C0EF2 
F= ((PHI-PHIOA)/(PHISB-PHIOA) ) -PHIPRM 
TFC=F 
5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
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PONCTION FT1(X) 
DIMENSION A (21) 
COMMON A,BB,SS,PI,PHIOA,PHISB,PHIPRM,PSIMIN,PSIOA,P 
*SIPRM,IW,IK,AB 
PSI=0.0 
Y=0.0 
C0EF1 = AB*AB-(X-1.)* (X-1.) 
IF{COEF1.LE.O.) GO TO 1 
Y = (BB/AB) *SQBT (C0EF1) 
1 DO 5 M=1,IK 
EM=M- 1 
ALPHA1=EH*PI/SS 
ALPHA2=ALPHA1» (Y-BB) 
C0EF1=EXP(ALPHA2) 
C0EF2=SIN(ALPHA1»X) 
PSI=PSI+A(H)*C0EF1*C0EF2 
F=((PSI-PSIMIN)/(PSIOA-PSIMIN))-PSIPRM 
FT1 = F 
5 CONTINUE 
WBITE(IW,1000) X,Y,PSI,F 
1000 FORMAT(4F15.6) 
RETOEN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
FONCTION FT2(Y) 
DIMENSION A(21) 
COMMON A,BB,SS,PI,PHIOA,PHISB,PHIPRM,PSIMIN^PSIOA,P 
»SIPHM,IB,IK,AB 
COMMON /XPHI/ X 
PSI=0.0 
DO 5 M=1,IK 
EM=M-1 
ALPHA1=EH»PI/SS 
ALPHA2=ALPHA1» (Y-BB) 
Q=-19.0 
IF(ALPHA2.LE.Q) GO TO 2 
C0EF1=EXP(ALPHA2) 
GO TO 3 
2 COEF1=0.0 
3 CONTINUE 
C0EF2=SIN(ALPHA1»X) 
PSI=PSI + A(M) *C0EF1*C0EF2 
F=((PSI-PSIMIN)/(PSIOA-PSIMIN))-PSIPRM 
FT2=F 
5 CONTINUE 
WRITE(IW,1000) X,Y,PSI,F 
1000 FORHAT(4F15.6) 
BETUfiN 
END 
